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Abstract
The design of a modular regenerator concept (patented by Wilson and MIT) for
gas-turbine engines is investigated. Mechanical design analysis and theoretical
performance calculations were made to show the concept's functionality and performance
benefits over current regenerator designs.
The modular regenerator concept consists of a ceramic-honeycomb matrix
discretized into rectangular blocks, called modules. The modules are exposed to hot
(turbine exhaust) and cold (compressor outlet) streams, then are periodically transported
through linear passages from one stream to the other. Separating the matrix into modules
reduces the transverse sealing lengths substantially. Furthermore, the range of gas-turbine
applications increases with the modular concept since larger matrix face areas are possible.
Module design is investigated which includes using current research results
pertaining to manufacturing technology for rotary regenerators.
Mechanical design analysis was made to investigate the possible module-movement
schemes. Several regenerator configurations and orientations are introduced. One
particular concept balances the pressure forces such that the power requirement for
module movement is reduced substantially. Design drawings of a possible modular
prototype showing the general configuration and mechanical layout accompany the
analysis.
A method for determining the regenerator size and measuring its fluid-mechanical
and heat-transfer performance is given. An optimization study is made by analyzing the
effects when several chosen design parameters are varied. Numerical results of a modular
concept for a small gas-turbine engine (120 kW) are given.
Seal leakage calculations were made for two modular concepts and compared to
the leakage rates for two rotary concepts. The total seal-leakage rates for both modular
cases were considerably less than the rotary concepts and can be reduced to well under
one percent. In addition, techniques for further leakage reduction are given.
Other design issues (to further prove the modular concept's feasibility) not
covered in this study have been identified. Guidelines for investigating these issues are
given.
Thesis Supervisor: David Gordon Wilson
Title: Professor Emeritus of Mechanical Engineering
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- shear stress, Pa
-- porosity
Roman-Letter
1
1-2
2
3
3-4
4
4-5
5
6
acsw -
air =
back =
bottom
carry-over
cer =
channel
chamber -
cold
Subscripts
station 1 in gas turbine engine
associated with the compressor
station 2 in gas turbine engine
station 3 in gas turbine engine
associated with the combustor
station 4 in gas turbine engine
associated with the turbine
station 5 in gas turbine engine
station 6 in gas turbine engine
calculated assuming axial conduction and finite seal width
associated with the air flow through the gas turbine
associated with the back face of a module
associated with the bottom face a module
associated with carry-over leakage
associated with the ceramic material of the regenerator
associated with the regenerator channel (header/regenerator interface)
associated with the seal chamber for the gate-seal concept
associated with the cold side of the regenerator
configl
config2
cycle
decel
exposed
extension
f
fillets
friction
front
fuel
gap
general
GT
high
hot
i
leak
low
mat
max
min
mod
movement
nc
neg
net
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associated with cylinder configuration #1
associated with cylinder configuration #2
associated with the overall gas-turbine cycle
associated with the module-movement deceleration device
associated with exposed to the flow
associated with the cylinder-rod extension stroke
associate with an final condition
associated with fillets along the module edges
associated with friction
associated with the front face of a module
associated with the gas-turbine engine fuel
associated with leakage through the seal-clearance gap
associated with a general or generic term
associated with the gas-turbine engine
associated with the high-pressure cold side of the regenerator
associated with the hot side of the regenerator
associate with an initial condition
associated with the regenerator seal leakage
associated with the low-pressure hot side of the regenerator
associated with the ceramic-honeycomb regenerator matrix
maximum
minimum
associated with a module
associated with module movement
calculated assuming no axial conduction
associated with negative module movement
associated with a net or total result
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orient] associated with regenerator orientation #1
orient2 associated with regenerator orientation #2
pass associated with the ceramic matrix passages
pos associated with positive module movement
pressure associated with fluid pressure
regenerator associate with the modular regenerator
retraction associated with the cylinder-rod retraction stroke
rim associated with the module rim
rod associated with the cylinder piston rod
seal associated with the labyrinth seal along a module face
seal-channel- associated with the seal-channel concept for leakage reduction
side associated with the side face of a module
slots associated with slots in the module rim
step associated with a module movement step
stepl associated with step 1 of module movement
step2 - associated with step2 of module movement
top associated with the top face of a module
unexposed - associated with being not exposed to the flow
wall associated with the ceramic matrix walls
1. Introduction
Regenerators are heat exchangers which can be used to improve the thermal
efficiency of gas-turbine engines. Most regenerator concepts have intrinsic compressed-
air-leakage problems which lower an engine's thermal efficiency. Wilson and MIT have
patented a new regenerator concept [1] that promises to offer substantially less leakage
than current designs. The work presented is a design study for this concept called the
modular regenerator. This chapter provides some fundamental aspects of regenerative gas-
turbine cycles and regenerator performance. In addition, the different types of regenerators
are introduced. In the next chapter, variations of the modular-regenerator concept are
described. Thereafter, a detailed mechanical description is given. Finally, methods to
design a modular regenerator and determine its heat-transfer and fluid-mechanical
performance are presented.
1.1 Gas-Turbine Regenerative Cycle
The simple gas-turbine cycle consists of a compressor, combustor (also called a
burner), and turbine. Air first enters the compressor where it is compressed, then fuel is
added and burned with the air in the combustor, thus increasing the energy of the mixture.
The combustion products enter the turbine where the energy is extracted to drive the
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compressor and any external equipment. Upon exiting the turbine, the gas is released to
the atmosphere. The exhaust temperature is relatively high; therefore, the thermal energy
associated with the exhaust is wasted. Regenerators are used to recover some of this
energy by reintroducing it back into the cycle just prior to combustion (hence the term
"regeneration"). The compressed air now enters the combustor at a higher temperature, so
less fuel is needed for the same amount of energy output. The result is an increase in
thermal efficiency, which is defined as the work output divided by the heat input. The
regenerative process can be represented on a temperature-entropy diagram as shown
below with corresponding stations placed on the regenerative gas-turbine block diagram in
Figure 1.2.
I 4
a)H
a)
-
H)
Entropy, S
Figure 1.1 T-S diagram of regenerative gas-turbine cycle.
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Figure 1.2 Block diagram of regenerative gas-turbine engine.
1.2 Regenerators
1.2.1 Regenerator Performance
This section discusses the fundamental performance aspects associated with
regenerators. The performance plots shown in this section are based on the specified
engine parameters from the design analysis of Chapter 5. The equations used to generate
the performance curves are found in Section 5.2.2.3.4. Note that all plots are made with
different pressure ratios, r, and the turbine-inlet temperature is fixed.
Cycle Comparison
As previously mentioned, regenerators increase the cycle thermal efficiency. This
can be illustrated with the following figure which plots thermal efficiency versus specific
power (a dimensionless gas-turbine power output) for two cycles. CBE is the simple cycle
(compressor, burner, and turbine), and CBEX is the regenerative cycle (compressor,
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burner, turbine, heat exchanger). Note that the CBEX curve has the regenerator
effectiveness equal to 0.95.
Thermal
Efficiency
0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Specific Power
" CBE Cycle
- CBEX Cycle
0.7 0.8 0.9
Figure 1.3 Plots of thermal efficiency versus
and regenerative cycle, CBEX.
specific power for simple cycle, CBE,
The figure shows that the regenerator increases the thermal efficiency
approximately by 40 percent. Furthermore, with the introduction of a regenerator, the
optimum compressor pressure ratio (where the thermal efficiency peaks) is much lower.
From the plot, the thermal efficiency peaks at r=20 for CBE and at r=-3 for CBEX.
Operating at a lower pressure ratio has several benefits: reducing compressor blades
stresses, increasing compressor efficiency because blade tip-clearance effects are reduced
(since longer blade usage is allowed due to the lower air density), reducing losses since the
compressor air flow can travel at subsonic speeds, and increasing the part-load efficiency
[2].
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Effectiveness
Effectiveness is a measure of the regenerator's thermal performance. Effectiveness
is defined as the ratio of the actual heat transfer that occurs divided by the maximum
possible amount of heat transfer. This can be written for a regenerative cycle as
m( )cold (T3 -2)E = (1.1)
(h )min (T,- '2)
or
( )hot (T - 1.2( O )min (5; -72)
Limits do not exist (100 percent is the absolute limit) for effectiveness but the
regenerator's size will increase as effectiveness increases [2]. Increasing effectiveness has
several advantages which can be shown graphically in the next plot.
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Figure 1.4 Consequence of changing regenerator effectiveness on thermal efficiency
and specific power for a fixed turbine-inlet temperature.
Thus, when effectiveness increases, thermal efficiency increases (by a greater
factor at pressure ratios), and the optimum compressor pressure ratio is decreased.
Therefore, high-effectiveness regenerators are quite desirable.
Pressure Drop
A pressure drop occurs as the fluid flows through a regenerator and its ducting
because of fluid friction. The larger the pressure drop, the more power required to move
the fluid. The pressure drop can be controlled by changing the fluid velocities and the
regenerator-passage areas. Other components of the gas turbine have pressure losses such
as the combustor. The total pressure drop over a cycle is the sum of all component
pressure drops and will influence the thermal efficiency as shown in the next figure.
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Figure 1.5 Consequence of changing cycle pressure drop
specific power for a fixed turbine-inlet temperature.
on thermal efficiency and
As the cycle pressure drop increases, the thermal efficiency and specific power
decreases for a given pressure ratio. More power is required to overcome the pressure
drop resulting in less power output and thus, a lower thermal efficiency. Since the
regenerator pressure drops contribute to the cycle pressure drop, they should be kept low.
Leakage
A problem with regenerators is the leakage of compressed air along the seals.
Some 4-14 percent of the compressor mass flow escapes for typical regenerator designs
[2]. A high leakage rate has detrimental effects on gas-turbine performance as illustrated in
the following figure.
r=3
r= 2 =_ 2 rft,
" 7 " Ir=6
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Figure 1.6 Consequence of changing regenerator seal
and specific power for a fixed turbine-inlet temperature.
leakage on thermal efficiency
As the leakage increases, drops in both thermal efficiency and specific power
occur. As the compressor pressure ratio increases, leakage rates increase and reductions in
thermal efficiency and specific power are more evident. Thus, the seal leakage should be
reduced as much as possible to minimize such performance drops. Unlike effectiveness
and pressure drop, leakage rates cannot easily be adjusted by changing some design
parameters since much of the leakage is inherent to the design. This was the motivation in
developing the modular regenerator.
1.2.2 Regenerator Concepts
The regenerators described in this section are termed periodic-flow heat
exchangers because they consist of a heat-transfer surface (ceramic material containing
small passages in a honeycomb arrangement called a matrix) that is periodically transferred
r=3
r= 2
r=2 r=6r=3
r=2 . . . . - , ,
r=3 r=6
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from the cold compressed-air flow to the hot exhaust flow. On the hot side, heat is
transferred from the exhaust gases to the ceramic material as it flows through the
passages. On the cold side, heat is transferred from the matrix material to the compressed-
air flow.
1.2.2.1 Rotary Regenerators
Typical gas-turbine regenerators are rotary types which consist of a ceramic matrix
disk. The hot exhaust flows through part of the disk and the cold compressed air flows
through the rest in the opposite direction. This is shown in the following figure taken from
Bathie [3]. The disk is rotated such that the hot portion is then exposed to the cold side
and vice versa. Despite using a matrix with small passages, the passage blockage from
exhaust particles is usually not a problem since the flow directions are reversed between
the two streams. So any exhaust contaminants stuck in a passage are pushed out as the
passage moves to the cold side. These particles then are burned up in the combustion
chamber.
Cold Compressed-
Air Flow
SHot Exhaust
Flow
I
Figure 1.7 Cross-sectional view of a rotary regenerator.
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1.2.2.1.1 Continuous-Rotation Regenerators
Continuous-rotation regenerators rotate at a constant rate to give a desired
temperature distribution within the matrix. Face seals exist on both sides of the disk along
the inner and outer circumference and along two radii to separate the compressed-air flow,
exhaust-gas flow, and the surrounding atmosphere. The seals are pressed upon the matrix
to minimized the leakage. As the disk rotates over time, the seals and matrix wear down
which normally results in higher leakage rates. Current designs have yet to maintain seal
leakage at acceptable levels over time.
1.2.2.1.2 Discontinuous-Rotation Regenerators
In addition to the patent for the modular regenerator, Wilson and MIT [1] have
patented a sealing concept that reduces the seal leakage associated with rotary
regenerators. This concept consists of rotating the matrix disk discontinuously. The face
seals lift up by a small distance during matrix rotation over a finite angle (such as 30
degrees), then clamp down until the next rotation. This provides essentially zero leakage
between rotations. The net result is a significant reduction in leakage and seal wear.
Discontinuous-rotating regenerators have been investigated by Beck [4] and Pfahnl [5].
1.2.2.2 Modular Regenerators
This section gives the rationale made by Wilson [6] on how the modular-
regenerator concept was conceived. Rotary concepts have long sealing distances
(transverse length of the seals along the periphery of the high-pressure side). Reducing the
sealing distance will reduce the leakage. Most of the leakage occurs over the radial seals.
The radial sealing distance can be reduced by increasing the inner radius of the disk
forming an annular matrix. The seals can then be relocated to encompass the cross-
sectional area of the matrix, thus reducing the sealing distances considerably. The
relocated seals are illustrated in the figure below.
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Figure 1.8 Relocation of sealing distances for an annular matrix.
Then the matrix can be broken up into smaller segments (called modules) and
straightened to form blocks with rectangular flow passages as shown in the next figure.
The modules are moved linearly within the passages such that modules exposed to one
flow are moved to the other exposed area. A space of at least the volume of one module is
needed to allow movement. In addition, the two exposed areas could be separated further
than as shown below to eliminate any special ducting of the flow. The modular concept is
also self-cleaning since the flow directions are reversed. Furthermore, removal of modules
(that are not located within the exposed areas) from the regenerator for periodic
maintenance or replacement is possible. This can be performed during regenerator
operation which is not feasible with any other regenerator concepts.
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Figure 1.9 General arrangement of a modular regenerator.
Since the total sealing distance has dramatically decreased, the seal leakage should
be much lower than conventional rotary types. The major consequence in making the
transition to the modular case is an increase in mechanical complexity. Several devices,
such as linear actuators, will be required for module movement.
1.2.2.3 Other Types
Other regenerator concepts exist but are not as commonly used. One example is
the rotating drum which consists of the matrix in a cylindrical configuration, where the
matrix is rotated along the cylinder axis. A cross section of a drum regenerator is shown
below taken from Bathie [3]. Another regenerator type is the valved regenerator. This
concept has a stationary matrix with valves that allow the matrix to be exposed to each
stream periodically. Since these concepts are not as prevalent, they are not included in any
comparative studies with modular designs.
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Figure 1.10 Cross-sectional view of a drum regenerator.
1.3 Regenerator Applications
1.3.1 Rotary
Rotary regenerators have been designed primarily for vehicular applications. The
regenerator allows the gas-turbine to have high thermal efficiency at full and part load
which is required for vehicular use. Many of the larger automobile manufacturers have
developed experimental vehicles with regenerative gas-turbine engines in the past 30
years.
The size of the monolithic ceramic matrix disk is limited to a diameter of 1 m due
to manufacturing and thermal-stress constraints [6]. Therefore, applications to larger gas-
turbine engines are not generally possible.
1.3.2 Modular
Breaking up the matrix into modules allows the exposed flow areas to have
virtually unlimited size. If a larger area is needed, the designer can just add more modules.
In addition, two separate modular regenerators could be used when larger heat-transfer
areas are required. This makes modular regenerators suitable for ground-based gas
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turbines used in industrial power-generation units. Furthermore, the modular concept
could be used in exhausted-heated cycles to burn coal, wood, and refused-derived fuels as
proposed by Wilson [7]. These cycles burn "dirty" fuels in which combustion products can
clog the matrix passages despite the inherent self cleaning of the matrix. Having the
capability to replace the modules for cleaning during continuous engine operation makes
the modular case attractive.
When competing with rotary applications, a modular regenerator's size might
preclude their use on some small gas-turbine vehicles. The overall dimensions will be
considerable greater than rotary designs due to the open space between the two sides. The
size might be too large to fit in a vehicle's engine compartment. Furthermore, additional
analysis is needed show that module movement can withstand the vehicular environment.
Finally, Wilson states that regenerator designs would require very low leakage at
pressure ratios of 8:1 for aircraft-engine applications [6]. Rotary concepts have been
unsuccessful thus far to provide this, but modular concepts (and discontinuous-rotation
concepts) might be able to achieve such performance.
1.4 Conventions and Terminology
The following are some conventions and terms used throughout this study:
* The fluid flowing through stations 1 to 3 is called "air" since it is just the ambient air
undergoing compression and heat addition. The fluid flowing through stations 3 to 6 is
called a "gas" since it contains air, unburned fuel, and combustion products.
* The compressed air travels through the regenerator from station 2 to 3. This is called
the cold or high-pressure side.
* The exhaust gas travels through the regenerator from station 5 to 6. This is called the
hot or low-pressure side.
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* The terms "core", "matrix", and "core matrix" are used interchangeably to represent
the ceramic-honeycomb matrix material.
* When assigning dimensions to regenerator objects in 2-D, generally, the terms
"length" and "width" refer to the longer and shorter dimensions respectively. There is
one exception to this convention. This occurs when defining the channel areas in
Section 4.2.2.3.
* For all modular configurations, the cold side is located on the left with the flow going
into the paper, and the hot side is on the right with the flow going out of the paper.
The seals are located between the two sides.
* Module movement occurs in a clockwise direction.
* Sealing distance refers to the transverse length of the seal where leakage can occur.
Seal length refers to the longitudinal length of the seal in the direction of leakage flow.
This is not a standard nomenclature convention when describing regenerator seals.
Typically, "sealing distance" is referred as "sealing length." The convention used is
made to eliminate any possible confusion between the two seal parameters.
1.5 Summary
Modular regenerators should provide less leakage than other designs due to a large
reduction in sealing distance. Nevertheless, this type of heat-exchanger is more
mechanically complex since several devices are needed to move the modules. By
separating the matrix into rectangular entities, the range of regenerator applications is
increased because larger matrix sizes are conceivable. The following chapters are devoted
for additional design descriptions along with design and performance calculations.

2. Modular Regenerators
2.1 Introduction
The section presents the various modular concepts. Basically, two different types
exist. Both concepts are similar except in the type of sealing technique used. The first
concept has a module acting as the seal. The second uses partitions to seal off the
compressed air.
2.2 Modular Concepts
Module-Seal Concept2.2.1
The module-seal concept consists of separating the hot and cold sides with two
rectangular passages containing seals that are surrounding the modules located within
these passages. This passage area is called the seal section. The modules must always be
present in the seal section to seal off the high-pressure air. The following figure illustrates
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the general layout. This concept provides the simplest modular configuration from a
mechanical standpoint.
With the short sealing distances and the long seal length, this option should
provide very low leakage. The seal length could be increased as shown in Figure 2.2.
Increasing the seal length could also reduce any special ducting of the flow. Consequently,
as the seal length gets larger, the time for a module to travel from one side to the other
will increase (if the speed of the modules remains constant). This may cause a reduction in
effectiveness due to heat conduction within the matrix material. Such effects are analyzed
in Chapter 5.
The large pressure forces must be accounted for on the modules located within the
seal section. These forces push the modules toward the low-pressure side. This will be
advantageous for modules traveling in the direction of the pressure force; however, these
forces must be overcome when modules are traveling towards the high-pressure side.
Several mechanisms could be used to move the modules through the seal section and
within the hot and cold sides. Detailed techniques on the methods chosen for module
movement are described in Section 4.2.
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2.2.2 Gate-Seal Concept
Wilson's first proposal for sealing the modules in the regenerator was to partition
the hot side, cold side, and seal section using gate-seal doors (also called gate valves) [1].
These doors open and close to allow module movement. This concept is termed the gate-
seal concept. The basic layout has the seal section containing two chambers with gate-seal
doors on either side. The general arrangement is shown in the next figure. Module
movement through a seal section occurs when one of the two gate-seal doors opens for
each chamber, thus letting modules in and out. This movement scheme is described in
more detail in Section 4.3.
For this concept, the leakage consists of the transfer of compressed air when the
door opens to the low-pressure side. This differs for each chamber where the upper
chamber has less leakage than the lower chamber. This occurs because the upper-chamber
door on the right opens to move a module out of the chamber to the low-pressure side,
and the lower-chamber right door opens to let a module enter. Thus, part of the upper
chamber's volume is occupied by a module, and the rest is air that is transferred as
leakage. For the other chamber, it is empty as the right door opens, therefore, the entire
volume of air within the chamber is transferred as leakage.
Mechanisms are require to move the modules within the hot and cold sides and in
and out of each chamber. This concept will probably require more mechanisms than the
module-seal concept because more steps are made during module movement (with the
addition of the gate-seal doors). Furthermore, like the module-seal concept, the gate-seal
regenerators can have a longer seal section by adding more chambers as shown in Figure
2.4.
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Figure 2.3 General layout of the gate-seal concept with a chamber length of one
module length.
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Figure 2.4 Gate-seal concept with a chamber length of two module lengths.
2.3 Summary and Conclusions
Two modular concepts were presented: the module-seal concept and the gate-seal
concept. These concepts reduce the sealing distances for leakage reduction. The module-
seal concept is the simplest concept and should require the least amount of module-
movement devices. Since modular regenerators have additional mechanical complexity
than rotary regenerators, a logical step is to design a modular regenerator with the least
complex concept. Therefore, the majority of the mechanical design and analysis will focus
on the module-seal concept.
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3. Module/Matrix Design
3.1 Introduction
One major aspect of designing a modular regenerator is the design of the ceramic
module. Modules have yet to be manufactured but current ceramic technology should be
sufficient for preliminary development. Corning Incorporated is currently developing
ceramic matrices for gas-turbine regenerators under the Automotive Turbine Technology
Applications Project (ATTAP), sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy.
Fortunately, much of their work has direct applications for module development. This
section will discuss Coming's research, its applications for module development, and other
aspects required for module design.
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3.2 Regenerator Development at Corning
3.2.1 Summary of Research
Corning Incorporated is currently conducting research with Allison Engine
Company to develop a cost-effective process for the manufacture of ceramic rotary
regenerators. Their investigation concerns the development of ceramic matrix materials
that are low in cost and provide adequate temperature capability, chemical durability,
dimensional stability, thermal shock, stress resistance, leakage from material porosity, and
strength [8].
Corning has determined that one way to reduce cost is to use extrusion as the
manufacturing process. The earlier method for fabricating regenerator cores is by
wrapping thin paper coated with lithium-aluminosilicate (LAS) material in a coil, a very
expensive process. This technique was used on the first glass-ceramic gas-turbine
regenerators in the 1960s. The process consists of applying glass and ceramic binders to
two sheets of tea-bag paper. One sheet is crimped to form a sinusoidal shape and the other
remains flat. The two sheets are joined and then wrapped in a spiral to form a core matrix
with near-triangular passages. Then the matrix is fired and machined to become the final
product. On the other hand, extrusion consists of forcing the ceramic material through
dies. Afterwards, it is fired and machined. This process is considerable less expensive
because Coming has been manufacturing millions of automotive catalyst supports using
extrusion for the past twenty years [9].
The candidate materials first consisted of LAS, aluminosilicate (AS), magnesium-
aluminosilicate (MAS), mullite-aluminum titanate (MAT), and sodium-zirconium
phosphates (NZP). MAT was dropped from the project based on initial assessments. NZP
was also dropped because of extremely high cost [9]. LAS, the standard regenerator
material, has been plagued with chemical durability problems in the past, and is relatively
high in cost. AS, a derivative of LAS, was developed to ameliorate the LAS chemical
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problems by refiring the material to remove the hydrogen. This additional process makes
AS production more expensive than LAS. MAS materials, generally known as cordierite,
is the least expensive since this material was developed for use in catalyst supports.
Recently, Coming has settled on two compositions, LAS and MAS. LAS's main problem
now is high cost. MAS materials that have been developed show promise in all areas
except maintaining strength under thermal cycling [8]. Corning is currently testing MAS
cores at Allison and investigating ways to improve the MAS strength and reduce the LAS
cost.
The other aspect of Coming's work concerns extrusion-die development. Corning
has been able to extrude ceramics at 170 rectangular cells per square centimeter with a
diameter of 0.27 m [8]. This falls short of their 0.3 m goal, and further research is
ongoing.
Work on this project will probably continue until a material developed meets all
design requirements. Cordierite (MAS) appears headed towards satisfying the
requirements mainly because its hurdles are easier to overcome.
3.2.2 Applications for Module Development
Since the modules are rectangular in shape, manufacturing rectangular matrices by
extrusion will obviously be a better (and cheaper) process. Therefore, the results of
Coming's research should be directly applicable toward module design. Additional work
will be required in developing a die for rectangular extrusions since Corning is making
only circular dies. Considering the size of current dies, rectangular extrusions will
probably be no larger that 0.3 m square in cross section [10].
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3.3 Matrix Construction and Design
3.3.1 Matrix Materials
Based on Corning's research, extruded cordierite will be the preferred material in
this design study. Even though cordierite has not met all of Corning's requirements,
current compositions should be satisfactory for module prototypes.
A typical module is shown in the next figure (matrix passages are not to scale).
Notice that core matrix is surrounded by a solid rim. This gives protection to the core
during module transit. The rim material should probably be composed of the same material
as the matrix to avoid potential thermal-expansion problems. Nevertheless, the potential
exists to use other rim materials such as metals, alloys, or composites (neglecting current
temperature limitations) that have quite different thermal-expansion properties. Such
possibilities exist by using a mat mount along the core/rim interface. Mat mounts such as
the Carborundum Company's Expanding Paper is a material used in catalytic converters to
support ceramic monoliths within steel frames. The current drawback is the limited
maximum operating temperature of 8000 C. If temperatures exceed 800'C, then thermal
degradation of the material occurs [11]. Therefore, further development is required to use
mat mounts with modular-regenerator applications.
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Figure 3.1 Representation of a typical ceramic module.
3.3.2 Matrix/Rim Integration
From the design results of Chapter 5, typical modules for a small gas-turbine
engine will have dimensions around 0.75 m by 0.1 m. If the maximum size limit for an
extruded ceramic matrix is 0.3 m square, several matrices will have to be mated to each
other to form a complete module. Furthermore, these matrices will have to be integrated
with the module rims. A cement will be needed at all matrix/matrix and matrix/rim
interfaces. The cement will have to maintain its bonding strength under the intense thermal
environment of the regenerator. This analysis does not address this issue and is left for
future work. A diagram showing the typical individual parts of a module is given below.
The rim is composed of 4 parts (one for each module face) and the core is made up of 3
separate matrix blocks.
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Figure 3.2 Representation of typical rim and matrix components that comprise a
ceramic module (matrix passages are not to scale).
3.3.3 Matrix Passage Geometry
When designing the module, selecting the type of matrix passage geometry is
critical since this can dictate the performance of the regenerator. When comparing the
Nusselt numbers for various passage geometries for laminar flow, rectangular passages
have the highest value. The Nusselt number is a non-dimensional heat-transfer coefficient;
therefore, a rectangular geometry appears to be favorable choice. Furthermore, Hagler
[12] concluded that the rectangular passages offer the best heat-transfer performance and
recommended using such a geometry. Therefore, a rectangular geometry is preferred and
will be used throughout this design study.
The Nusselt number also increases as the passage aspect ratio so one would infer
on using a high aspect ratio. The following will show that a higher aspect ratio does
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correlate to better heat-transfer performance for rectangular passages. This analysis
assumes that only the passage aspect ratio is varied and all other parameters are held
constant.
The passage aspect ratio is defined as
I pas
AR,,s =_-- (3.1)
where Ipass is the greater passage distance. The matrix dimensions are shown graphically in
the next figure.
Matrix Passage
(Void Area)
Matrix Wall
1pass
Figure 3.3 Ceramic matrix with rectangular passages with relevant dimensions.
Another parameter required when defining the geometry is the hydraulic diameter,
dh, defined as
dh = 4(cross sectional area) (3.2).
periphery
For rectangular passages, the hydraulic diameter can be rewritten as
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dh 4wpass 1pass I 2ARass Wpass
2 (Wpass + pass) +ARpass
(3.3).
The passage width and length can be expressed by combining the equations for hydraulic
diameter and passage aspect ratio:
S= ( + ARpass )dh
Wpass 2 ARp(3.4)
2 AR
S(I+ ARpass ) dhl = 2 (3.5).2
The heat-transfer area, Ah, is the matrix surface area available for heat transfer which is
Ah = 2(Was, + lpass) thmat Z (3.6),
where thmod is the passage length in the direction of the flow (module/matrix thickness)
and Z is the number of passages. Plugging in the equations for the passage length and
width simplifies to
Ah =
(1 + ARpass) d, thm,, Z
ARp,pars
(3.7).
Porosity is a measure of how open the passages are in relation to the matrix. Porosity is
defined by
mat
total void area
total void area + total solid area
and can also can be written as
(3.8)
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Tat = " (3.9),
mat A
where Aif is the free face area (void area) and Af is the face area (void + solid area).
The free face area can be expressed as
Aif = w,,ps 1,s Z (3.10).
Substituting in equations (3.4), (3.5), and (3.10) into equation (3.9) and solving for the
face area gives
-(I+ ARp ) dh2 Z
4 AR T mat
The Nusselt is the dimensionless temperature gradient at the surface defined as
Nu ht dh (3.12),
k
where ht is the heat-transfer coefficient and k the thermal conductivity.
Now, the heat transfer per volume can be expressed as
= ht A h AT (3.13),
V A, thmod
where AT is the temperature difference.
Substituting in the equations for heat-transfer area, face area, and heat-transfer coefficient
(from the Nusselt equation) reduces to
S_ Nu kAT 
(3.14)
S dh(3.14)
V dh2
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If the thermal conductivity, temperature difference, porosity, and hydraulic diameter are all
held constant, they can be placed on the left hand side as shown:
2  
= Nu (3.15)V 4kATmat
Therefore, the heat transfer per unit volume is a function only of Nusselt number. Since
Nu increases with passage aspect ratio, higher aspect ratios will give better heat-transfer
performance. In Chapter 5, the passage aspect ratio will be varied to understand its
influence on other regenerator parameters.
3.4 Summary
This section presented a summary of Corning's research for the development of
low-cost extruded matrix cores. The results can be carried over to module design. Based
on Corning's current findings, the module-core material chosen for this study consists of
cordierite (MAS) material. Several core blocks will constitute one module with a solid
ceramic rim along the perimeter. The matrix passages used for the design are rectangular
since this offers the best heat-transfer performance.
4. Configuration and Mechanical Design
4.1 Introduction
This section will describe in detail the modular-regenerator configuration and
mechanical design. The majority of the work in this chapter is devoted to the module-seal
concept since this type of regenerator is preferred based on conclusions drawn from
Chapter 2. Some of the sections contain design drawings to illustrate the configuration and
mechanical concepts for a possible regenerator prototype.
First, the overall regenerator configuration is described. Then, module movement
is discussed including the descriptions of specific movement scenarios. Several movement
options are considered and recommendations are given. Afterwards, a discussion is made
to address the mechanisms used to provide module movement. Then, other specific
aspects pertaining to the mechanical design and layout are presented including the seals
and module replacement. Finally, mechanical aspects associated with the gate-seal concept
are briefly discussed.
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4.2 Module-Seal Concept
4.2.1 Overall Configuration
This section provides the design drawings showing the overall configuration of a
possible regenerator prototype. Specific discussions of the configuration are made in
subsequent sections. The design drawings use pneumatic/hydraulic cylinders for module
movement, but they do not include the supporting structure and equipment for the
cylinders. In addition, the regenerator headers are not included. The drawings were made
to give the reader a general view of the overall regenerator size and layout. These
drawings reflect the final design results given in Chapter 5 but some items were not drawn
to scale for clarity. For example, the matrix surface is not to scale since the passages are
quite small and would appear as a solid surface from a distance.
The first figure displays the overall structure showing the exposed matrix areas.
Figure 4.2 has the casing covers removed to show the internal structure and module
organization. The casing structure is shown in Figure 4.3. Notice that the casing sides
consist of a double-walled support structure. This was incorporated to withstand the cold-
side pressure loading on the casing walls. The hot side does not require this double-walled
support since its internal pressure is near atmospheric. The casing has the double-walled
support on both sides to give it symmetry for proper weight distribution and
manufacturing ease.
Further analysis will be required for casing design such as selecting the material
composition. Candidate materials should provide limited thermal expansions within the
seal section to give adequate seal clearances to allow module movement, since clearances
could be as small as 0.1 mm.
Cylinders for Module Movement
Exposed Cold-Side Modules
Cylinders for Module Retention
Cylinders for
Module Movement
Casing
Exposed Hot-Side Modules
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Figure 4.2 Design drawing of overall configuration without casing cover.
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Figure 4.3 Design drawing of regenerator casing including the covers.
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4.2.2 General Module Movement
Module movement from one module location to an adjacent one is performed in
steps. Open spaces, called module voids, are needed to allow movement. When modules
move into a void, the void obviously disappears, but a new void is created behind the last
trailing module. The figure below depicts this with an example of module movement on
the cold side. After this step, another set of modules (from the seal section and the hot
side) can move into the new void. This repeats until the first module that moved into the
original void has a new void to move into, thus completing a "one-module-movement
cycle." The number of module voids dictates the number of steps required for a module-
movement cycle. The number of module voids can be slightly varied depending on the
module layout.
Module movement
within the cold side Module void that is disappearing as
the modules move up.
Void is getting created
as the modules move up
Figure 4.4 Example of module movement on the cold side.
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4.2.2.1 Four-Step Module-Movement Process
With only one module void, a one-module-movement cycle occurs in four steps.
Steps are required to move the modules through the cold side, a seal, the hot side, and the
other seal. This is shown in the next figure. The arrows within the regenerator represent
the modules that are just about to move for a particular step.
End of stepA End of stepB
Beginning of stepA Beginning of StepB Beginning of StepC
7 7.1
Note: Shaded modules used
as reference modules.
Figure 4.5
void exists.
4.2.2.2
End of stepC
Beginning of StepDEnd of stepD
Diagram of the four-step one-module-movement cycle when one module
Two-Step Module-Movement Process
By providing two module voids, module movement occurs in two steps, step 1 and
step2. Step 1 is simultaneous module movement through the seal section. Step2 is
simultaneous movement though the hot and cold sides. So four steps actually occur but is
reduced to two steps with simultaneous movement. The movement process is illustrated in
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the following figure. Again, the arrows within the regenerator represent the direction of
module movement at the beginning of particular step.
End of stepl
Beginning of step 1 Beginning of Step2
Note: Shaded modules used
as reference modules.
End of step2
i
. ............:: ::::- [
. . . ... . . . ... . . .. . . .
........ ........
Figure 4.6
voids exists.
Diagram of the two-step one-module-movement cycle when two module
Since each step contains simultaneous movements, step and step2 can be
classified into two sub-steps. For step 1, the two sub-steps are positive module movement
and negative module movement. Positive movement is defined as the movement through
the seal section from the cold side to the hot side. Positive movement is named as such to
correspond with movement in the positive x-direction using the coordinate system from
the seal-leakage calculations of Chapter 5. Negative module movement is defined as the
movement through the other seal section where modules travel from the hot side to the
cold side. Step2's two sub-steps consists of module movement within the hot and cold
sides. The various sub-steps are summarized in the next figure.
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Stepl: Negative Module
Movement
Figure 4.7 Diagram of the sub-steps used in two-step module movement.
4.2.2.3 Module Movement With Different Exposed-Matrix Areas
For some regenerator applications, having a larger exposed matrix area (channel
area) on the hot side might be desirable. This could result in complications for module
movement. Two options are introduced to define the geometry of the hot-side exposed
area (hot-side channel) based on a chosen cold-side geometry. The first option, option A,
is when both channels share identical channel lengths. The second option, option B, is
when both channels share identical channel widths. Note that the nomenclature used to
define the channel dimensions deviates from the standard convention that "length" refers
to the longer of the two dimensions. The following two figures illustrate the two options
with an example when the hot-side channel area is twice the cold-side channel area.
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Cold-side channel
perimeter
SChannellength on
the cold-
side
Channel
length on
the hot-
side
Channel-geometry option A where both sides have the same channel
Cold-side channel
perimeter
Channel
length on
the cold-
side
Channel
length on
E - the hot-
side
Figure 4.9 Channel-geometry option B where both sides have the same channel width.
By comparing the two figures, one can see that Option B's hot-side channel area
must be a multiple of the cold-side channel area. Option A offers the advantage that the
ratio of the two areas can take on any value. In addition, option A has a simpler movement
scheme described next.
Hot-side channel
perimeter
LII
fLiii
Channel width
on the hot-side
Channel width
on the cold-side
Figure 4.8
length.
Hot-side channel
perimeter
Channel width
on the cold-side
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Channel width
on the hot-side3/
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Option A can move with a 2-step or 4-step process previously described
(depending if one or two module voids are chosen). Option B requires more complicated
movement schemes. In addition, the number of possible movement schemes is
proportional to the chosen number of module voids. Up to 4 module voids can be chosen
in the example; however, if the area ratio is larger than two, the number of possible
module voids increases. Due to the larger number of possible movement scenarios,
examples are not given for option B.
4.2.2.4 Conclusions
The two-step movement process is more efficient than the four-step process since
simultaneous movement occurs with the two-step process. Having two movement steps
occurring within a one-module-movement cycle instead of four will allow slower module
movement, lower accelerations, and a lower power requirement. Therefore, the two-step
process is recommended for all modular designs and is used in this entire analysis.
Decreasing the mechanical complexity of a modular regenerator should reduce the
potential for mechanical problems and failures. In light of this, channel-geometry option A
is preferred due to the complexity of the movement schemes of option B (since option A
provides the simple two or four-step movement process, whereas option B requires more
complicated movement scenarios). In addition, option A has the capability of using non-
integer channel-area ratios. A disadvantage with option A is that more modules can exist
between the exposed face areas. This will increase the time for module movement from
one exposed side to the other. A long time period may decrease the regenerator
effectiveness due to conduction within the matrix (axial conduction) which is discussed in
the next chapter. Nevertheless, preliminary calculations have shown axial conduction is
not a factor. Hence, option A is recommended for all regenerator designs and is used
throughout this design study.
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4.2.3 Movement Mechanisms
Mechanisms are required to move the modules along linear paths through the seal
section and the hot and cold sides. Pneumatic/hydraulic cylinders provide a simple, low-
cost system to provide the necessary controlled linear actuation. These devices typically
consist of a cylindrical rod connected to a piston within a cylinder. The piston's movement
is controlled by adjusting the fluid pressures across both piston sides. The fluid is usually
air or an incompressible hydraulic fluid, depending on the application. The cylinders can be
double acting in which two ports exist at the end of the cylinder. Others can be single
acting, with only one port, using a spring to provide the return force to bring the piston to
its original position. Single-acting cylinders are longer than double-acting in order to
accommodate the spring. The next figure gives a graphical description of a typical double-
acting cylinder.
Module-Seal Concept
Cylinder Rod
Cylinder Housing
Piston
Feed Ports
Figure 4.10 Typical pneumatic/hydraulic double-acting cylinder used for module
movement including a cross-sectional view.
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When sizing the cylinders, two basic dimensions are needed, the stroke length and
the bore diameter. The stroke length is the linear distance the piston can travel within the
cylinder. The bore size is the inside diameter of the cylinder. This parameter is required
when determining the pressures and forces on the piston. The cylinder system requires
additional equipment such as an air compressor, filters, regulators, valves and fluid
connecting lines. This equipment has not been specifically designated in this design
analysis. The design drawings depict cylinders with only representative stroke lengths and
bore diameters. Cylinder sizing is discussed in the next chapter.
Typical module movement occurs when a cylinder rod is first pressed against a
module. The feed pressure is increased on one piston side to provide the necessary force
for movement. So the piston rod is extended which moves the module. After the module is
displaced to a specified distance, the feed pressures are adjusted to return the piston and
rod back to their original position. All cylinders use air as the fluid medium except for a
special cylinder configuration for step 1 movement discussed in the next section.
The figure below shows a close up of the casing as designed to accommodate the
end to the cylinder rod. Part of the double-walled structure is removed so that the
cylinder-rod end can retract past the wall. This should eliminate any possible problems as
the modules contact the wall during movement.
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Figure 4.11 Accommodation in the regenerator casing for the cylinder rod end.
4.2.4 Stepl Module Movement
This section presents the mechanical configuration required for movement through
the seal section. Two options are presented which use different cylinder arrangements to
tackle the large pressure forces resisting module movement. The first, cylinder-
configuration #1, is an arrangement where a cylinder has a large enough bore and piston
feed pressure to overcome the pressure forces. The second, cylinder-configuration #2, is a
novel arrangement where the resistive pressure forces are practically eliminated.
4.2.4.1 Cylinder Configuration #1
Cylinder configuration #1 uses a cylinder that overcomes the high-pressure forces
resisting negative module movement. For positive module movement, the pressure force is
acting the direction of movement. As a result, a cylinder is not needed for movement but a
deceleration device (such as an industrial shock absorber) is required to slow the modules
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to a complete stop. A small cylinder on the cold side (for positive module movement)
should be used to ensure that the module enters the seal properly so that the pressure
forces can propel the module into the hot side. This cylinder may not be necessary, but
should be implemented as a safeguard.
The movement sequence for the modules and cylinder rods is shown in Figure
4.12. The movement sequence begins when the cylinder extends to move the modules into
the cold side and the deceleration device is compressed (first two pictures). The cylinder
rod retracts to allow step2 movement, and then the deceleration device extends (third and
fourth pictures). Note that when step2 movement occurs in the third and fourth pictures,
the modules within the seals must remain stationary. Devices that provide this are
described in later in this chapter.
Module-Seal Concept
Beginning of Stepl Movement
Cylinder used to ensure the module
End of Step 1 Module Movement
Cylinder Rod Retraction (then step2 occurs afterwards)
D
Deceleration Device Extension
Figure 4.12
#1.
Module and cylinder-rod movement sequence for cylinder configuration
i
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4.2.4.2 Cylinder Configuration #2
This configuration uses a novel cylinder system that transfers the strong pressure
forces resisting step 1 module movement such that the work required is reduced
dramatically. This concept transfers the forces during positive module movement to the
forces for negative module movement. This is performed using two hydraulically-linked
cylinders. Basically, two double-acting cylinders are connected to each other at one port
containing an incompressible hydraulic fluid. When a piston for one cylinder moves in one
direction, the other cylinder's piston moves exactly in the opposite direction at the same
rate. So the pressure force on the modules for positive module movement is transferred
through the two cylinders and finally to the modules for negative movement. Therefore,
the pressure forces are almost completely balanced. A small net force exists since the
module entering the cold side for negative movement does not have a cylinder rod acting
on it. So the pressure has a slightly larger area to act on than with other modules. The
overall mechanical configuration for this movement is shown in Figure 4.13.
The linked-hydraulic system consists of 3 cylinders. Two of the cylinders have rods
that move the modules. The third cylinder is rod-less and acts as a reservoir to permit the
other two cylinder rods to return to their original position for the next movement cycle.
The cylinder-rod movement sequence is illustrated in Figure 4.14. The sequence starts
when the rod for cylinder A is extended which pushes two modules through the seal for
positive module movement (first picture). This forces the hydraulic fluid in cylinder B to
be displaced to cylinder C which initiates negative module movement (second picture).
Now cylinder C's rod must be retracted to allow step2 movement (third picture). During
this retraction, cylinder B's piston cannot move since a module is in contact with the
cylinder rod. Therefore, the rod-less cylinder (reservoir) allows cylinder C's hydraulic fluid
to enter, thus cylinders C's rod retracts. After step2 movement (fourth picture), cylinder
B's rod is extended to start the next cycle (fifth picture). Note that the third and fourth
pictures show instances where the modules within the seal must be restrained from
entering the hot side during step2 movement.
Cylinder Initiating Movement
High-Pressure Side
Hydraulically-Linked
Cylinder System
Low-Pressure Sid
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Beginning of StepI Movement
Reservoir
Hydraulic Fluid
S Cylinder B
1
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Cylinder C
End of Stepl Module Movement
1
I I I
Step2 Movement
i
Figure 4.14 Module and cylinder-rod movement sequence for cylinder configuration
#2.
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4.2.4.3 Conclusions
Configuration #2's movement scheme is slightly more complex but this
disadvantage is far outweighed by the near balance of the pressure forces that reduce the
work required for movement. The lower work requirement should translate to a dramatic
reduction in the power required for movement. This will be shown later in Chapter 5.
Thus, configuration #2 is the preferred option.
4.2.5 Step2 Module Movement
This section presents the mechanical configuration required for movement through
the hot and cold sides. Two options are presented which use different regenerator
orientations to dictate the influence of gravitational and frictional forces (no resistive
pressure forces exist for step2). The first option, regenerator orientation #1, minimizes the
gravitational forces by placing the regenerator in a horizontal plane. The second option,
regenerator, orientation #2, minimizes the frictional force by placing the regenerator in a
vertical plane. Different mechanical devices are needed for each orientation. Other
orientations could exist, but the two presented represent the extreme cases.
4.2.5.1 Orientation #1
Orientation #1 places the regenerator in a horizontal plane. As a result, the
gravitational force is normal to module movement. Thus, friction is the main resistive
force. Two cylinders are needed to move the modules, one for each side. The mechanical
configuration for this orientation is shown in Figure 4.15. The movement sequence is
given in the Figure 4.16. The sequence is quite simple: the two cylinders simultaneously
extend to move the modules, then they both retract to permit step 1 movement to occur.
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Figure 4.15 Module-movement mechanisms for regenerator orientation #1.
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Beginning of Step2 Movement
EL--
End of Step2 Movement
Cylinder Rod Retraction
Figure 4.16 Module and cylinder-rod movement sequence for regenerator orientation
#1.
4.2.5.2 Orientation #2
Orientation #2 place the regenerator in a vertical position. With the conventions
used, the gravitational force is in the same direction as hot-side module movement (and
opposes movement on the cold side). Therefore, a cylinder is needed to overcome the
gravitational force during only cold-side movement. On the hot side, a deceleration device
is required. A small cylinder can be added to the hot side at the opposite end to ensure that
the gravitational force will initiate movement (not shown in the next figure).
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The movement sequence is shown in the next figure. It starts with extension of the
cold-side cylinder rod and retraction of the deceleration device (the first and second
pictures). Then the bottom module on the cold side must remain stationary as the cylinder-
rod retracts to allow step 1 movement to occur (third picture). Then the deceleration
device is extended to begin the next cycle.
Beginning of Step2 Movement
.t i
End of Step2 Movement
ELi i i
Deceleration
Device This module must
be restrained from
Cylinder moving down
Extension of Deceleration Device
:: 1
Figure 4.17
#2.
4.2.5.3
Cylinder Retraction (and Stepl movement afterwards)
I . ,,:::-pool
Module and cylinder-rod movement sequence for regenerator orientation
Conclusions
Orientation #2 has several disadvantages when compared with #1. First, step2
movement requires synchronous module movement to occur for both sides. Therefore, the
deceleration device must provide identical movement as the cylinder but in the opposite
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direction. This may be difficult to achieve since they are two completely different devices.
Orientation #1 has identical configurations for both sides so synchronous movement
should be easy to accomplish. Another disadvantage for #2 is that a module on the cold
side must be restrained from moving down as the cylinder retracts. A mechanism to
provide this is not needed for orientation #1. Therefore, orientation #1 is the preferred
option.
4.2.6 Air-Transfer Ducting
Using a two-step module-movement process, one module void is located in each
side. Considering only one side during either step 1 or step2 movement, the one module
void is decreasing in volume and a new one is being created during module movement (see
Figure 4.4). For the void that is decreasing, the air pressure will increase unless the void
air is routed to the area where the new void is being created. A solution to this is to create
a duct connecting the partial module voids for one side. This ducting and the
corresponding air flow within it for each module-movement step is shown in the next two
figures.
Figure 4.18 Air flow with the air-transfer ducting during step 1 module movement.
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Air Transfer Ducting
Air flow on one side
during step2 movement
Figure 4.19 Air flow with the air-transfer ducting during step2 module movement.
The prototype design depicted in the drawings has the ducting incorporated into
the casing between the double-wall support structure. This eliminated the need to provide
external ducting. The next figure shows the air-transfer ducting within the casing.
L l .IFdI
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Air-Transfer Ducting
Figure 4.20 Air-transfer ducting incorporated into the regenerator casing.
4.2.7 Module-Retention Mechanism
During step2 movement, the modules within the seal section must remain
stationary; however, net pressure forces are pushing the modules towards the hot side. At
the beginning and end of step2 movement, one of the modules within a seal does not have
a hot-side module adjacent to it. This is shown in the next figure. Thus a mechanism is
needed to prevent such modules within the seals from entering the hot side prematurely.
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Beginning of Step2 for the Hot Side End of Step2 for the Hot Side
Net Pressure Force Net Pressure Force
Net Pressure Force - Net Pressure Force
A module is not located here at the A module is not located here at the end
beginning of movement: this would of movement: this would prevent the
prevent the module located in the seal module located in the seal from entering
from entering the hot side. the hot side.
Figure 4.21 Diagram of how the modules within the seals can move into the hot side
due to the net pressure forces.
Two types of retention mechanisms have been considered. One type is to have part
of the seals clamp down across a module along its rim. Since the pressure forces on a
module will be significant, the clamping forces will have to be large. Actuators such as
pneumatic cylinders could be used to clamp the seal on the module. Two cylinders will
then be needed for each module (to clamp down across a module), thus requiring a total of
4 cylinders for the regenerator. One major problem with this concept is that a module
could slip as it is clamped. If this occurred, the module would enter the hot side
prematurely thus halting further module movement. This failure could cause the
regenerator to shut down completely. In addition, the clamping mechanism may produce
some wear on the seal and the module rims.
Another concept uses a pin that is inserted into the module passage at the seal-
section/hot-side interface. The pin comes in contact with a module located within the seal,
thus preventing it from entering the hot side (until the pin is retracted). In order to allow
the pin to enter through the casing to contact the modules, the module rims have a semi-
cylindrical slot cut out of its end rims. These slots can be seen on a module in Figure 3.1.
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The slots are located on both ends of a module so when two modules are along side each
other, the two slots create a cylindrical hole for pin insertion. Furthermore, sometimes the
hot-side cylinder rods are in full extension (where the rod contacts the modules located
within the seal) when a pin is extended into the passage. Therefore, the ends of the
cylinder-rod will need similar slots to allow the pin to extend into the passage. The
module-retention mechanism for the design is shown in the following figure. The figure
shows a cross-sectional view of the casing in order to view casing's pin-support structure.
This particular mechanism uses an air cylinder to extend and retract the pin.
This concept has several advantages over the clamping-seal concept. First, the
cylinder will not require a large force to move the pin since no resistive force exist during
extension. Second, the module cannot enter the hot side until the pin is retracted, thereby
eliminating possible module movement failures associated with the clamping-seal
mechanism. Finally, only two cylinders are required, one for each seal (as opposed to four
for clamping seals). The location of both cylinders is shown in Figure 4.1. The module-pin
design must ensure that the pin can withstand the loading on it from the pressure forces.
Detailed stress analysis should be made on the pin mechanism to prevent it from fracturing
during operation. As a result, the module-pin mechanism is recommended for most
modular designs.
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4.2.8 Sealing Description
This section presents the types of seals needed and its locations to contain the
high-pressure air within the cold side. Leakage can occur in two locations on the cold
side: around the modules in the seal section and around interface between the cylinder
rods and the regenerator casing.
4.2.8.1 Labyrinth Seals
Most of the leakage will occur through the seal section to the hot, low-pressure
side. To reduce this leakage, labyrinth seals are used around all module faces located
within the seal section. Each module contains a matrix surface on two faces. When these
faces are in close contact with the regenerator casing, a labyrinth seal inherently exists due
to the matrix surface. The other two faces are along the smooth module rims. A matrix-
like surface has been incorporated into the casing to provide the labyrinth seal. The
following figure depicts the seal section showing the labyrinth seal structure built in the
casing (the module has been removed for clarity).
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Seal section for the module-seal concept.Figure 4.23
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4.2.8.2 Cylinder Rod Seals
Two cylinders located on the cold side are used for module movement. The
cylinder rods enter the cold side area through the casing walls. Seals should be used at
these interfaces to prevent leakage to the atmosphere. The seals could consist of ones
similar to piston seals for pneumatic cylinders; however, actual seal design has not been
investigated and is left for future work.
4.2.9 Module Replacement During Operation
As previously stated, modular regenerators have the capability to switch out
modules during operation. This can be performed for periodic maintenance or replacement
of damaged modules. Unfortunately due to time constraints, this study does not
encompass the design of the module replacement-mechanism.
Module replacement should probably occur with the unexposed modules traveling
from the cold side to the hot side. New modules inserted in the regenerator are probably
cold and at uniform temperature, replacing modules that just leave the cold side will give
the least amount of reduction in regenerator effectiveness (since the modules leaving the
cold side are at the lowest mean temperatures). An alternative is to divert some of the
exhaust gas to the module just prior to insertion into the regenerator. This should provide
minimal effectiveness reductions and allow module replacement to occur in more
locations.
Wilson suggests that a possible location for module replacement is to incorporate
the replacement mechanism within the seal section [6]. This can be done by extending the
seal section by a module length as shown in the figure below.
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New Module
Entering
Defective
Module
Figure 4.24 Module replacement during regenerator operation.
4.3 Gate-Seal Concept
The gate seal concept uses partitions (gate seal doors) to separate the hot and cold
sides. The movement scheme is illustrated in the figure below. Basically, a gate-seal door
opens to allow a module to enter and then closes (first two pictures) . Then the door on
the other side of the chamber opens so the module can exit (third picture). This concept
can easily accommodate a module replacement mechanism by adding another chamber
within the seal section. Then module replacement would occur in the chamber just
adjacent to the hot side.
Modules Enter the Chambers
Cold, High- 1 H
Pressure Side
Movement Within the Hot and Cold Sides
ot, Low-Pressure
Side
- Compressed air
enters the
chamber.
Compressed air
gets transferred
to the hot side as
leakage
Modules Leave the Chambers
Compressed air
gets transferred
to the hot side as
I r leakage.
4.4
Compressed air
enters the
chamber.
Summary and Conclusions
This chapter presented the mechanical design associated with the module-seal
concept. Design drawings of a possible prototype regenerator were presented. Several
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types of module-movement schemes were discussed including various regenerator
configurations and orientations. The two-step module-movement process using cylinder
configuration #2 and regenerator orientation #1 is recommended for most regenerator
designs. If unequal exposed matrix areas are needed, then having identical hot and cold-
side channel lengths is preferred. In addition, module retention (within the seals) using a
pin inserted into the seal passage is preferred. Finally, the module movement using the
gate-seal concept was briefly discussed. This type of regenerator might yield satisfactory
results but its mechanical design is not investigated in this study. With the understanding
of how the modular regenerator works mechanically, the next step is to design a
regenerator by sizing it and calculating various performance aspects, which leads to the
next chapter.
5. Design/Performance Calculations
5.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses a modular regenerator's detailed design. First, a method for
determining a regenerator's size and performance is presented. Afterwards, design
optimization is discussed by investigating the effects on the design when changing some
chosen parameters. The chosen parameters are then finalized and substituted into the
sizing and performance method to get the numerical results for the final regenerator
design. Thereupon, seal leakage for the final design is discussed and compared with other
regenerator concepts. Then, pressure calculations within the seals are made. Finally,
leakage reduction techniques are discussed.
Many dimensional variables are introduced in this chapter describing the
configuration of the regenerator and modules. The following figures display most of the
relevant dimensions used.
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5.2 Regenerator Sizing and Performance
5.2.1 Introduction
The following sections present a method for sizing the regenerator and calculating
its general performance. The sizing methods will determine the module and total matrix
size. Performance calculations will determine the heat-transfer and fluid-mechanical
performance. In addition, the power requirement for module movement is discussed.
The method presented contains calculations that are performed sequentially. Thus,
parameters used in later portions sometimes require earlier derivations and computations.
The following are some notes and assumptions that apply to the entire analysis presented
in this chapter.
* The regenerator uses the module-seal concept with the two-step module-movement
process.
* The ceramic honeycomb matrix consists of rectangular passages. The choice for this
particular passage geometry is based on the results from Chapter 3.
* Air is assumed to be the fluid medium within all sections of the gas turbine. In reality,
the fluid after the combustor (stations 4 to 6) is a gas comprised of air, fuel, and
combustion products. This assumption is used because the properties of the gas would
be difficult to determine since the gas composition can vary with time and location.
5.2.2 Method of Calculation
The method presented is initially based on the rotary-regenerator design example
given in Wilson [13]. Wilson's example is derived from the regenerator design method
pioneered by Kays and London [14]. This method uses mean values across the hot and
cold sides of the regenerator to calculate its design and performance.
The method begins by first designating what parameters are needed initially to
begin the design calculations. Then equations for the method are given or derived.
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Example calculations are not supplied but numerical results of the calculations are shown
later after the initial parameters have been optimized.
5.2.2.1.1 Engine Parameters
The design method assumes that a gas-turbine engine has already been specified.
The heat-exchanger will be designed to corresponds to this particular engine. The engine
parameters listed in Table 5.1 are sufficient to provide all the required cycle conditions
needed for subsequent calculations. This analysis is set up so that the designer can modify
the regenerator design to other gas turbines if the parameters in Table 5.1 are given.
Specified gas-turbine engine parameters.
Engine Parameter
compressor-inlet temperature, T
compressor-inlet pressure, P1
compressor pressure ratio, r
compressor total-to-total polytropic efficiency, 71poly,1-2
turbine inlet temperature, T4
heat-exchanger outlet pressure, P6
turbine total-to-total polytropic efficiency, r1poly, 4 -5
compressor mass-flow rate, rh 1-2
Sp cyce, normalized pressure drops in cycle
, ( cycle
Table 5.1
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5.2.2.2 Chosen Parameter Designation
The design of any heat exchanger for a specified gas turbine requires several
parameters to be chosen by the designer. Generally, choices consist of selecting
parameters that specify the following: regenerator performance, a ceramic-matrix type,
and regenerator configuration. Selecting which parameters are specified initially, instead of
derived later, can vary depending on the preferred outcome.
This section presents those parameters needed for this particular design analysis.
Section 5.3.2 assigns actual values for chosen parameters and then gives insight in
optimizing those choices.
5.2.2.2.1 Regenerator-Performance Parameters
Certain parameters must be initially specified to design a regenerator with the
intended performance. The designated performance parameters are listed in Table 5.2.
Effectiveness, core pressure drop, and leakage are important parameters because
they affect the performance of the overall cycle (see Section 1.2.1).
Crot is a non-dimensional measure of the matrix speed defined as
Crot (hcp )mat (5.1).
(' P )min
This parameter will later be used to determine the speed of the modules.
Specifying the pressure drop as an initial design criterion was suggested by Wilson
[15] and is not conventionally done in regenerator design. Usually, the pressure drop is
determined after first specifying either the hot or cold-side flow velocity. The parameters
are then adjusted to give an adequate pressure drop.
Wilson's approach is to specify the pressure drop on the hot side because the hot-
side value will always be larger. The cold-side relative pressure drop is lower mainly
because the ambient pressure is higher but also because the cold-side fluid velocity is
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lower. Furthermore, Wilson [16] states that the cold-side pressure drop might be low
enough that the headers will require special techniques to ensure proper flow distribution
over the core. For more information on heat-exchanger header design, see Wilson [16].
Table 5.2 Designated required regenerator-performance parameters.
5.2.2.2.2 Regenerator-Matrix Parameters
Obviously, a matrix material will have to be chosen. By specifying the material
composition, then the density, specific heat, and thermal conductivity can be determined.
In addition, specific matrix configuration properties will have to be furnished. Recall that
rectangular passages are used. The required matrix parameters for this analysis are
summarized in Table 5.3.
Regenerator-Performance Parameter
effectiveness, e
SAPhot , hot-side-core pressure drop
hot core
rh leak/ h 1-2 , normalized regenerator leakage
Crot
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Porosity, hydraulic diameter, and passage aspect ratio are required since these
parameters are sufficient to completely define the matrix when using rectangular passages.
These parameters are defined in Section 3.3.3.
Regenerator-Matrix Paramete
material composition
ceramic solid density, Pcer
matrix porosity, ,mat
hydraulic diameter, dh
passage aspect ratio, ARpass
Table 5.3 Designated required regenerator-matrix parameters.
5.2.2.2.3 Regenerator-Configuration Parameters
Several choices for the regenerator configuration are required and are shown in
Table 5.4. The face-area ratio, FAR, gives the relation between the face areas (also the
heat-transfer areas and number of modules) of the hot and cold sides and is
A
FAR -fhot
A fcodfcold
where the face area, Af, is defined as the matrix area of both voids and solid.
(5.2),
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The channel is defined as the interface between the header and regenerator casing.
In other words, it is the area at the flow entrance/exit of the ceramic matrix for one side.
The designer has freedom to choose some aspects of the channel geometry. Since the
modules are rectangular, the channel must conform to a similar geometry specified by the
channel aspect ratio, ARchannel :
ARchannel - lchannel (5.3),
Wchannel
where the channel lengths and widths shown in Figure 5.1.
Regenerator-Configuration Parameter
face-area ratio, FAR
number of modules exposed on cold side, Nmodcold
cold-side channel aspect ratio, ARchannelcold
Table 5.4 Designated required regenerator-configuration parameters.
5.2.2.3 Cycle Calculations and Mean Properties
With the specified gas turbine, the cycle conditions at all the stations can be
determined. Then the mean properties across the regenerator are obtained.
5.2.2.3.1 Mass-Flow Rate
The leakage parameter in Table 5.2 is used only to estimate the mass-flow rates
through the regenerator. Detailed leakage calculations are made later in Section 5.5. The
design example in Wilson [13] assumes that the leakage occurs between the compressor
outlet and heat-exchanger inlet and flows to the atmosphere. This results in equal hot and
cold-side mass-flows rates. The analysis presented uses this assumption. In actuality for
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the modular case, all the leakage from the cold side flows to the hot side, thus contributing
to the hot-side mass-flow rate. Taking this into account complicates calculating the mass-
flow rates because the actual leakage that flows into the hot side must be known;
however, calculating the actual leakage requires knowing several cycle conditions which
cannot be determined without knowing the mass-flow rates. Making the previous
assumption eliminates this potential paradox.
Therefore, the mass-flow rate through the cold side of the regenerator (station 2-3)
is
thcold = M 1-2 1 - (5.4).
The mass-flow rate through the turbine is
rh4-5 rM cold + rnfuel (5.5).
The fuel mass-flow rate is generally small compared to the air mass-flow rate. Therefore,
the fuel mass is assumed to be negligible. Assuming that no additional leakage occurs,
mass-flow rate through the hot side of the regenerator (station 5-6) is represented as
hhot = cold (5.6).
5.2.2.3.2 Pressures
Assuming as a reasonable approximation that the regenerator and combustor
(station 3-4) provide the only pressure losses, then the cycle pressure drop can be
represented as
cycle P )core +header Lcold core header] hot ( )3-4
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where the losses for the regenerator are split between the matrix core and the regenerator
headers. Recall that the normalized cycle and hot-side-core pressure drops are specified as
design choices, thus the remaining pressure drops need to be estimated. The actual core
pressure drop on the cold side will be computed later.
Once all the pressure drops are specified, the pressures at the remaining stations
can be computed as shown:
P2 = rp (5.8)
( 1 coldAP
2P4 =P3 L (5.10)
P, = P6 1- (5.11).
5.2.2.3.3 Temperatures
With the gas-turbine parameters specified in Table 5.1, the temperatures at all the
stations can be determined. Using the definition of polytropic efficiency for an ideal gas,
the temperature at the compressor exit, T2, is found by iterating
R
CP 1-2 r ipo ly 1-2
T2 = T (r) (5.12),
where the specific heat is evaluated at the mean temperature and R is the universal gas
constant.
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Similarly, the temperature at the turbine exit, T5, can be determined by
incorporating the normalized cycle-pressure losses in
pR Poly 4-5
T5 = T4 r 1-P 4-5 (5.13).
The temperature at the cold-side regenerator exit, T3, can be calculated using the
definition of effectiveness rewritten as:
(thp )hot (T - 6) ( )cold (T3 T2 (5.14).
(th ),,, (T, - T2 ) )mi. (Tn - T2 )
The cold side has the smaller heat-capacity rate since the mass-flow rates are the equal and
the specific heat increases with temperature. This can be written as follows:
(rh Cp )min = (thm CP )cold (5.15)
(rh cP)max = (h c )hot (5.16).
Substituting in equation (5.15) into (5.14), T3 can be solved for directly:
T3 (T5 -T2)+ T2  (5.17).
The temperature at the hot-side regenerator exit, T6, can be found by assuming that
the heat transfer is equal for the hot and cold sides which gives
(rh )cold (3 - 2)ho (T - T6 ) (5.18),
and again the specific heats are evaluated at the mean temperatures.
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5.2.2.3.4 Additional Gas-Turbine Parameters
This analysis requires some additional gas turbine parameters for regenerator
design. The first is the net power output of the gas-turbine engine, lGTr. This is the sum of
the compressor and turbine power:
(5.19).WGT -f 45, (T4 5) ,,2 C - T )
The next parameter is thermal efficiency,1thermal
heat input:
WGT
thermal GT
, defined as the net power divided by the
(5.20).
The final engine parameter is the non-dimensional specific power, WGT, defined as
GT
WGT
(jhCp )1_2 T (5.21).
These three equations are the basic relations used in constructing the performance curves
in Section 1.2.1.
5.2.2.3.5 Mean Properties
The temperature and pressure distributions across a regenerator will probably have
near-liner profiles. Therefore, using mean properties for each regenerator side should yield
satisfactory results. With the temperatures and pressures known throughout the engine,
the mean properties across the hot and cold sides can now be determined. The mean
properties for the hot side are as follows:
2 (5.22)fht 2
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T+T
hot 22
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(5.23)
Phot Phot (5.24).R Thot
The hot-side mean air properties such as viscosity, specific heat, Prandtl number can be
determined using the equations in Section A.2 evaluated at the hot-side mean temperature.
Similarly, the mean properties for the cold side are shown below:
P2 + P3 (5.Pcold
T 2 
+T 3  (5.
cold 2
Pcold =-Pcold (5.R Tcold
Again, the cold-side mean air properties can be found by using the equations in Section
A.2 evaluated at the cold-side mean temperature.
5.2.2.4
25)
26)
27).
Basic Regenerator Calculations
This section presents design calculations that are applicable for all types of
periodic-flow regenerators. A regenerator's size and performance is determined using the
NTU approach of heat exchanger design developed by Kays and London [14].
5.2.2.4.1 Laminar-Flow Heat Transfer and Friction Solutions
The small passages of ceramic matrices ensure laminar flow at all practical
velocities [13]. Therefore, analytical solutions for fully-developed velocity and
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temperature profiles can be used to develop heat-transfer and friction relations. The
solutions for rectangular passage, taken from figure 6-1 of Kays and London [14], were
fitted on a curve as a function of matrix-passage aspect ratio as shown:
C, Re= 12.3810+1.93214AR s -0.113095(ARpass)2 (5.28)
2
St Pr3  0.267857 + 0.0191786ARpas, 
-0.0010357 1(ARs )2  (5.29).Cf
The coefficient of friction, C, is the dimensionless surface shear stress, and the Prandtl
number, Pr, is the ratio of the fluid's momentum and thermal diffusivities. The Stanton
number, St, is a non-dimensional heat-transfer coefficient (a modified Nusselt number)
defined as
St h (5.30).
pc, C
The Reynolds number, Re, is the ratio of a fluid's inertia and viscous forces and is defined
as
Re p Cdh (5.31).
t
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5.2.2.4.2 Heat-Transfer Coefficients
The heat-transfer coefficient can be determined by combining and rearranging equations
(5.30) and (5.31):
SRe)St Pr 3
Re C
h, = 2 (5.32).
Pr3 dh
Given the passage aspect ratio and hydraulic diameter and using equations (5.28) and
(5.29) for the laminar flow solutions, the heat-transfer coefficients for the hot and cold
sides can be determined. This is done by using the curve fit equations for air properties
([Lair ,CPair, and Prair) in Section A.2, evaluated at the mean temperature specified in Section
5.2.2.3.5.
5.2.2.4.3 Matrix Geometry
The thickness of the matrix wall, thwall , can be estimated by representing the
matrix as only one passage surrounded by walls with one half the wall thickness. This is
shown in next figure. Then, the cross-sectional area of the solid for the one passage matrix
is
olid = 2 lpass + 2  pass tha +2 2 (5.33).
The void area for the passage is
Avoid = Wpslpass (5.34).
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Substituting in the two equations above into the definition of porosity gives the following:
w iassaspass pass
mat
pass pas pass t2 wass
(5.35),
thwal
, 2 J
th
2
where the wall thickness is solved for iteratively.
Figure 5.3 Representation of a one passage matrix.
The passage density, represented as the number of passages per square centimeter,
can be found using:
P pass
(0.1)2
( +pas thwaii) (lpav + thwai)
(5.36).
The unit of passages per square centimeter is used to be consistent with Corning's unit
convention for ceramic matrices.
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5.2.2.4.4 Heat-Transfer Area Per Matrix Volume
With the matrix geometry known, the heat-transfer area per free (void) volume can
be determined. Using the one passage matrix example from the previous figure, the heat-
transfer area per free volume is
Ah 2 w,, +,ass )thmod 2 wpass + 1) (537)(5.37),
Vvoid Wpass pass thmod paus pass
where heat-transfer area, Ah , is the "wetted" matrix surface area exposed the flow
(neglecting the front and back matrix faces that are normal to the flow).
Using the previous equation and equation (3.9) for porosity, the heat-transfer area per
matrix volume can be derived as:
Ah Ah
h - T mat (5.38).
Vmat void
5.2.2.4.5 NTU
This study uses the NTU method for heat-exchanger design. The NTU, number of
transfer units, is defined as
UA hNTU UAh (5.39),
(Cp )min
where U is the overall heat-transfer coefficient. UAh is the net conductance for the hot and
cold fluids and is related to the conductance of each fluid by the conductance equation:
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1 1 1 thI = - + I + ( (5.40),
U Ah h, Ah hot htAh cold h wall (5.40),
where wall resistance, , is assumed to be negligible. Combining the previous
kAh wall
two equations with a value of NTU, the module/matrix thickness and the heat-transfer
area can be found. This will be shown in upcoming Sections 5.2.2.4.7 and 5.2.2.4.9.
Using charts in Kays and London [14] for periodic-flow heat exchangers, NTU
values are obtained for a given effectiveness, Crot, and Crat. Crat is the heat-capacity-rate
ratio defined as
(Ih'cp mi nCrat (h) (5.41).
(rhp )max
Crat = 1 is approximated for gas-turbine cycles when using the Kays and London charts
(this may produce a regenerator with a slightly higher effectiveness than specified). Most
designs will have Cra, close to unity so the approximation should be valid.
5.2.2.4.6 Hot-Side Pressure Drop
Recall that the hot-side pressure drop is a chosen parameter. By specifying this, the
module/matrix thickness and the hot-side flow velocity can be found. The following
presents the necessary equations pertaining to pressure-drop performance that are required
for subsequent derivations.
Making a force balance for the fluid within the matrix results in
APAff = T wall Ah (5.42),
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where AP is the pressure drop and wall is the wall shear stress. The wall shear stress can
be eliminated using the definition for coefficient of friction:
Cf, - waU (5.4
q
where q is the incompressible dynamic pressure defined as (at mean properties)
1 _ -2
q= -PC (5.4,2
Substituting the above two equations into (5.42) equation results in the following:
Ah--')q
AP = (5.4:
Af Re
The free face area can be represented as
A = (5.4
Then substituting the free face area (5.46), Reynolds number (5.31), porosity (3.9), and
dynamic pressure (5.44) into equation (5.45) for the hot side simplifies to
APhot 1 f
2Re
Ah Chot - hot thmod
mat matdh
13
4).
5).
5).
(5.47).
3),
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5.2.2.4.7 Hot-Side Fluid Velocity and Module/Matrix Thickness
The heat-transfer area can be shown as
A,
Ah = A, thmod  Ah
(Vmat
(5.48).
Combining the NTU equations (5.39) and (5.40) and substituting in the above equation
gives
NTU( )m h A thmod Ah
V h
Plugging in the face areas represented as
m hot
AhCot  hot Phot
mat
and
mhot
1
h A th mo Ah cld
( mat /cold
Chot Phot
A fi = mat
cold FAR
into equation (5.49), and solving for thmod , simplifies to
thmod = Chot-PhotTmatNTU (hcp )min
htcold + FAR hthot
hthot ht cold hot
( mat
(5.49).
(5.50)
(5.51)
(5.52).
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Note that the hot-side velocity is still unknown and will be determined next.
Now thmod is eliminated by inserting equation (5.52) into (5.47). After simplifying
and rewriting, solving for the hot-side velocity gives
Chot 1 ( )(htcold
2Re + FAR hhot
(5.53),
SPhot hot NTU (thcp )min
I. hthot htcold rhotdh
where the hot side pressure drop is found using
APhot = Ph
t(AP )hot
(5.54).
So Chot can now be determined since all values on the right-hand side are known (initially
chosen or derived). Then, plugging the hot-side velocity into equation (5.52) will give a
value for the module thickness.
5.2.2.4.8 Matrix Areas, Volume, and Mass
The hot-side free face area is found using
mhot
Affh - hot (5.55)
Chot hot
and then the hot-side face area is
A
Afh = ffhot (5.56)
hot mat
For the cold side, the areas are found using
A
Afcold fhot (5.57
old FAR
,
.
)
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and
Aff cold = Afcold Tmat
The total matrix face area, Afimat , is just
Amat = Afhor + Acold
The matrix total volume, Vmat, is
Vmat = Afmat thmod
Finally, the total matrix mass is given by
mmat = (matthmod )(1 - Tmat )Pcer
(5.58).
(5.59).
(5.60).
(5.61).
5.2.2.4.9 Heat-Transfer Areas and Matrix Conductance
The heat-transfer areas can now be calculated using equation (5.48) since the face
areas and module thickness are known. For the hot and cold side, heat-transfer areas
become
Ahhot = Afhot thmod Imat
and
Ahcold = Ajcold thmod
Ah )
Note that by dividing the above two equations will show that the heat-transfer areas are in
proportion to the face areas.
(5.62)
(5.63).
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The conductance for both sides is solved using its definition:
Conductance of hot side = (htAh )hot
Conductance of cold side = (htAh )cold
The conductance ratio is then defined as
_ (htAh )min(hAh (hh )mx
(htAh )max
Finally, the net conductance, UAh , could be calculated from the conductance
equation, (5.40), but can be easily determined using the NTU relations:
UAh = NTU (hcp )min (5.6'
5.2.2.4.10 Cold Side Pressure Drop
First, the cold-side flow velocity is needed using
cold cold (5.61
Pcold Afcold
The pressure drop is found using equation (5.47) evaluated at the cold-side mean values
and then normalized by dividing by the cold-side mean pressure:
AP
P )cold
h1 C _ A  Ccoldold thmod
2 Re V ,t mtdh
As previously mentioned, the normalized pressure drop will be less on the cold side and
may require mechanical methods to ensure proper flow distribution over the matrix [16].
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(5.64)
(5.65).
(5.66).
7).
8).
(5.69).
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5.2.2.4.11 Ceramic Matrix Temperature
Neglecting any transient effects, the heat transfer from the hot fluid (air) to the
ceramic matrix equals the heat transfer from the ceramic matrix to the cold fluid (air).
Evaluating at the mean temperatures gives
(htAh )ho (Thot - Tcer) = (htAh )cold (Tcer - old ) (5.70).
Solving for the matrix temperature using the conductance ratio gives
Thot + (htAh Tcold
Tcer = (5.71).
l + (htAh )
With the mean matrix temperature specified, properties such as the specific heat and
thermal conductivity of the ceramic matrix can be calculated using the equations in Section
A.1.
5.2.2.4.12 Matrix Mass-Flow Rate and Rotation Time
The matrix mass-flow rate, thma,, is needed to determine how fast the
module/matrix moves (or rotates for the rotary case). The mass-flow rate can be evaluated
using the definition of Crot since all other values are known:
C = (fh'p )mat
Crot - )min (5.72).
The time for a module to completely traverse the regenerator is given by
rotation = mma (5.73).
i mat
This is also the time for one rotation if the matrix is contiguous (rotary case).
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5.2.2.5 Modular Specific Calculations
This section takes the results of the previous sections and applies them towards
designing a modular regenerator. Methods for determining the module's mass, velocity,
and forces are presented. In addition, the power required to move the modules is
discussed. Finally, axial- conduction effects are investigated.
5.2.2.5.1 Module and Channel Size
The channel is the flow area for the fluid just leaving the inlet headers and entering
the ceramic matrix. This is represented in Figure 5.1 and in Figure 5.4 below. Note from
the figures that if the modules have solid-ceramic rims surrounding the core then the
channel area would be a little greater than the face area to account for the rim-area
exposed to the flow.
lchannel
Channel perimeter "-
Module Core
Matrix -
Wchannel
Module Rim
Figure 5.4 Channel configuration for one side of the regenerator showing the channel
perimeter and the exposed matrix and rims.
With ARc1,nnelcod Specified, the cold-side channel dimensions can be found. Then
by choosing dimensions for the module rim and using Nmodcold , the module core
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dimensions and the overall module dimensions are determined. Thereafter, the hot-side
channel dimensions are obtained by using the chosen FAR and channel geometry.
This study chooses channel-geometry option A (see Section 4.2.2.3 for
descriptions on the two options). This option stipulates that both channels (hot and cold)
share identical channel lengths:
lchannelhot = lchannelcold (5.74).
Furthermore, this option dictates the number of modules not exposed to the flow,
Nmodnexposed , which is expressed as
Nmodunexposed = Nmodcold (FAR- 1) + 4 (5.75).
Note: If FAR is chosen to be unity, both channels will have the same aspect ratio and
Nmodunexposed is fixed at 4 regardless of what channel-geometry option is used.
Module Rims
The module rim, composed of solid-ceramic material, is used for structural support
and protection of the core matrix during module translation. Two dimensions for the rim
are introduced. The width of the rim along the module sides is Wrim-side and the width of the
rim along the module's top and bottom faces is Wrim-top/bottom (see Figure 5.2). The value for
wrim-side should probably be larger than for wrim-tp/bottom to withstand the loads on the side
faces during transit (the loads on the module sides are more concentrated than on the top
and bottom faces due to a smaller area) and the loads from the module-retention pins.
Cold-Side Channel Dimensions
The channel area will encompass Nmod number of modules. To maximize the heat-
transfer performance, the total module rim-area exposed to the flow should be minimized.
One method of doing this is to remove any rims along the periphery from the flow path
within the channel. Thus, only the top and bottom rims of each module are exposed except
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the modules at the very top and bottom of the channel (only one rim exposed each for
those modules). This is shown in Figure 5.4.
The area of the cold-side channel may be written as
Achannelcold = Arimexposedcold + Afcold (5
where the total rim area exposed to the flow on the cold side is
Aimexposedcold = [2 wrimtop/bottom ((N mOdcold - 2)+ )] 'channelcold (5
Then, substituting in the definition of channel aspect ratio gives
(Ichannel cold )2
ARchannelcold
[2 Wrim-top/bottom ((N mod cold - 2)+ 1)] 'channelcold + Afcold
where Ichannel is solved for iteratively. Then Wchannel is calculated using the definition of
ARchannel.
Multiplying the two channel dimensions yields the channel area. gmat is defined as the
proportion of channel area occupied by the core. For the cold-side, this is expressed as
A fcold
channelcold
matcold
Module Dimensions and Sealing Distance
As shown in Figure 5.4, the length of the module core section equals the channel
length, Ichannel:
mod-mat channelcold
.76),
.77).
(5.78),
(5.79).
(5.80).
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The width of the module core section depends on the number of modules and the rim
width for the top/bottom faces. This can be written as
W channelcold - 2 Wrim-top/bottom [(NmOd cold - 2) + 1).Wmod-ma t = (5.81).Nmodcold
After the dimensions for module core section are known, as a check, the core module area
multiplied by Nmod should equal the face area.
The overall module dimensions are given by
mod mod-mat + 2 wrim-side (5.82)
and
Wmod = Wmod -mat + 2 wrim-top/bottom (5.83).
The sealing distance for the module-seal concept is the length of the perimeter of a
module cross section multiplied by two (for each seal) which is:
distseal = 4 (thmod + Wmod ) (5.84).
The seal distance is commonly referred as seal length. However, this analysis uses the term
seal length, in the leakage calculations, as the length of the labyrinth seal in the direction of
the leakage flow.
Number of Modules and Channel Dimensions for the Hot-Side
The number of modules on the hot side, Nmodhot , is derived using
Nmodhot = NmodcoldFAR (5.85).
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The hot-side channel width is then
Wchannelhot Wmod Nmodhot - 2wrim-top/bottom (5.86).
Then, the channel area and core-matrix area proportion are as follows:
Achannelhot channelhot Wchannelhot (5.87)
mathot - Ahot (5.88).
mathot A
channelhot
Overall Regenerator Dimensions
Assuming a seal length of module length for the module-seal concept, then the
overall regenerator dimensions not including the headers, casing, or cylinders can be
estimated with the following equations:
regenerator - 3mod
Wregenerator = (N modhot + 2)Wmod
(5.89)
(5.90).
5.2.2.5.2 Module and Regenerator Mass
The mass of the module-core section is computed using
mmod-mat = (Wmod-mat mod-mat thmod)(1 
- 'Tmat )Pcer
The mass of the module rims can be expressed as
mrim = 2 (mod Wrim-top/botttom + Wrim-side (Wmod -mat + 2 Wrim-top/bottom )) thmod ]P rim
(5.91).
(5.92).
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If slots or fillets are used (slots are needed for the module retention mechanism and fillets
are used to provide easier module entrance into the seal section), then the volume of all
slots and fillets must be subtracted from the rim volume before computing the mass.
The total mass of one module is simply
mmod = mmod-mat + mrim (5.93).
The total mass of the regenerator (not including headers, casing, and actuators) is
the mass of all modules:
mregenerator = (Nmodcold + Nmodhot + Nmodunexposed )mmod (5.94).
5.2.2.5.3 Module-Movement Time and Velocities
This section outlines a method so that the designer can determine the duration of
time when a module actually moves from one module location to the next (recall this is a
one-module-movement cycle). With this information, movement profiles for acceleration,
velocities, and displacement can be derived. The reader might want to review Section 4.2
to fully understand the various steps that occur during module movement.
This method begins by determining the time for a one-module-movement cycle,
tmod. This will also be called the time for module movement. This is an average time for a
module to move to the next module location to give the specified heat-transfer
performance. This is not necessarily the time when the module is actually moving. For
example, if tmod was equal 5 seconds, a module could move to the next module location in
2 seconds and then remain stationary for the remaining three (this is somewhat analogous
the discontinuous-rotating regenerator). This type of movement actually has to occur for
module motion. Movement in the present model is affected by a pneumatic cylinder that
extends a piston rod to push on a module. The cylinder then has to retract to its original
position for the next cycle, and the module remains stationary during this retraction step.
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Therefore, the movement during cylinder-rod extension where the module is in motion will
be termed "actual module movement.". If the time for cylinder-rod retraction is known, it
is subtracted from tmod, thus giving the time for actual module movement.
The time for module movement (one-module-movement cycle) is
tmod - mmod (5.95).
m mat
Therefore, the time for a module to completely traverse the regenerator and return to its
initial location is tmod multiplied by the total number of modules in the regenerator. This
was actually derived earlier using equation (5.73).
Since the two-step module-movement process is used, the total time can be
expressed as
tmod = t mod-stepl + tmod-step2 (5.96).
The times for each step can be specified by introducing a chosen parameter, stepl, which is
the proportion of the time for module movement dedicated to step 1. This is defined as
step I t mod -stepl 1 (5.97).
tmod
The time for stepl is calculated based on the chosen ,,stepl, and the time for step2 is found
using equation (5.96).
The average module velocities for each step are as follows:
mod -step1 = mod (5.98)
mod -step 1
Vmod-step2 = (5.99).
tmod-step2
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The time for each module-movement step will then be divided into times for each
cylinder-rod stroke. Choosing the proportion of time spent on the extension stroke,
4extension, defined as
extesion =-- t extensionstep 1 or 2 (5.100),
tmod-step I or 2
which allows textension , the time for the extension stroke (actual module movement), to be
calculated. The time for the retraction stroke for either movement step is just
tretractionstepl or 2 step] or 2 extensionstep or 2 (5.101).
Earlier, two types of cylinder configurations were introduced. Cylinder
configuration #1 was the general arrangement that requires two cylinder strokes
(extension and retraction) for each of the module movement steps. Cylinder configuration
#2 has hydraulically linked cylinders which requires an additional step 1 cylinder stroke to
return the cylinders at the original position. The stoke is an extension stroke but does not
move a module. Therefore, the time specified in the above equation will be split to
accommodate the added stroke.
The overall structure of how the times are broken down is shown in the next
figure.
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Figure 5.5 Module-movement time tree.
The following are some guidelines for specifying the time parameters:
* 4extension should be selected to give the fastest allowable return stroke for the cylinder.
This will maximize the time available for module movement and lower the acceleration
and power required. The value selected probably will be large (relatively close to
unity) since the retraction stroke does not experience any external resistance.
* The value for 4stepl probably will be above 50 percent since the distance traveled for
step 1 is greater than step2. Moreover, 4stepl affects the total power to move the
modules since this parameter affects the accelerations of each step. ,stepl should be
chosen that minimizes the power (shown later).
In summary, the designer has a large degree of freedom in setting the times for
module movement. The designer can set the time for each step and each stroke to provide
the desired performance.
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5.2.2.5.4 Movement Profiles for Actual Module Movement
This section presents a method to derive the module's acceleration, velocity, and
displacement profiles. Choosing an acceleration profile will yield velocity and displacement
profiles by integration (using two known parameters, the time for actual module
movement and the distance traveled). This method will have to be performed twice to
generate the profiles for each module-movement step.
As previously mentioned, actual-module-movement time is the time during
cylinder-rod extension. This will be called tmod, and for each step this is
tmod,tep textensionstepl (5.102)
and
tmod step2  textensionstep 2 (5.103).
The distance traveled during module movement is termed dmod. For step 1, dmod is the
length of a module and for step2, dmod is the width of a module. This is written as
dmodstep = Imod (5.104)
and
dmodstep2 = Wmod (5.105).
The acceleration profile is chosen to be sine wave of a half period. This was made
because the sine function conveniently satisfies the boundary conditions of zero
acceleration at the beginning and ending of actual module movement. Thus, the
acceleration profile is
27x tmod
amod =maxSin - t (5.106),tmod
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where a,ma is the maximum acceleration specified by the sine wave during actual module
movement. The maximum acceleration is currently not known but can be solved (shown
later in this section). Integrating with respect to time and applying the boundary condition
(Vmod=O at t = 0) gives the velocity profile:
-aa tmod cos - t + ax tmod
mo(t)= tmod (5.107).
S2 t
Integrating again with respect to time and applying the boundary conditions (Smod=O at
t=O) gives the displacement profile:
2it
-aax tmod 2 sin t + (2a tmod)t
tmod t+ m od) tSmod(t tmd2 (5.108).
4x2
The maximum acceleration can be determined using definitions of average velocity.
The average velocity for actual module movement is just
mod = dmd (5.109).
tmod
In addition, the average velocity can be expressed using the integral definition for a
function's average value. Thus, the average velocity is the integral of equation (5.106)
divided by the time interval, tmod, which gives
-amax tmod
mod - 2n
Equating the above two equations and solving for amax results in
2 xt dmod
amx tmod (5.111).nwx =tmod 2
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Substituting am, into equations (5.106), (5.107), and (5.108) reduces to the
following movement profile functions:
amo(t )= 2 x dmod .i( 2
amod (t) 2 dmod t (5.112)
tmod tmod
Vmod(t) = dod 1 - cos t (5.113)
tmod tmod
dmod dmod 2t
s -m d -- t o-- sin -t (5.114).
tmod 2 t tmod
Therefore, to get the profile functions for a particular movement step, all that is required is
the appropriate tmod and dmod from equations (5.102) to (5.105).
5.2.2.5.5 Module Forces
For a cylinder to accelerate a module with the profiles in the previous section, it
must overcome any resistive forces. For module-movement step 1, the resistive forces are
pressure and friction. For step2, the resistive force is friction and/or gravity depending on
the regenerator orientation. This section presents methods to determine the force required
for module movement by conducting a force balance on the modules. A force balance is
made for both module movement steps. The analysis is further broken down for the two
cylinder configurations and the two regenerator orientations presented earlier. These
options were conceived mainly to obtain optimal results for the force and power
requirements.
The following are some conventions, assumptions, and general notes pertaining to
the force calculations:
* During movement within the seals, the modules are assumed to be in contact with only
one seal face. This assumption is made to estimate the frictional forces for stepl.
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* The cross-sectional area of the cylinder rod is required when calculating the pressure
forces. The rod should be sized to withstand the compressive loading placed on it.
Data for sizing the cylinder rods for a specific application can be found in the Design
Engineers Handbook by Parker Fluidpower [17].
* For step l movement, 2 modules move together through each seal.
* For step2 movement, Nmodhot+1 modules move together within hot side and
Nmodcold+1 modules move together within cold side.
* Some force terms in this section will contain subscripts with "high" and "low" which
denote the pressure force from the high and low-pressure side respectively.
* The pressures acting on the modules are assumed to be mean pressures for the hot and
cold sides calculated in 5.2.2.3.2
* The cylinder's piston-rod diameter is a chosen parameter required for step 1 force
computations. All cylinders used in step 1 are assumed to share the same rod diameter.
The cylinder-rod cross-sectional area of the, Ard , is determined using:
Arod =_ (5.115).
Free-body diagrams are used to determine the force required during movement.
These diagrams for the various movement steps and configurations are shown next.
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Positive Module Movement
> Direction of Module Movement
Deceleration device
Fpressure- high
Module Module
Fmod-decel
Fpressure-low
S Ffriction
Negative Module Movement
Direction of Module Movement Cylinder Rod
Fmod-movement
Figure 5.6 Free-body diagrams for module-movement stepl, configuration #1.
Fpressure-high
...
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Positive Module Movement
F-_ Direction of Module Movement
Negative Module Movement
Figure 5.7 Free-body diagrams for module-movement step , configuration #2.
Side view
Direction of Module Movement g
: : : I Fmod-m
Module -Module
ction_
Cylinder Rod
Figure 5.8 Free-body diagram for module-movement step2, orientation #1.
Module
fri
love
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g Cold Side Hot Side
p Direction of
Module
Movement
Direction of
Module
Movement
Cylinder Rod Deceleration device
Fmod-move
Figure 5.9 Free-body diagram for module-movement step2, orientation #2.
Forces For Stepl, Cylinder Configuration #1
The forces on a module moving within the seals are dependent on the
regenerator's cylinder configuration. With configuration #1, the cylinder must impart a
large enough force on its piston to primarily overcome the pressure force during negative
module movement. For positive module movement, the pressure force acts in the direction
of travel thus no mechanical devices are required for movement. Nevertheless, a device
that provides controlled linear deceleration such as a gas spring or an industrial shock
absorber is required.
Using Newton's Second Law and summing forces for negative module movement
in Figure 5.6 gives
(Fmodmovement +Fpressureow - Fpressurehigh - Ffriction stepl,config = (2 mmod )amod (t) (5.116).
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The pressure and frictional forces are as follows:
F ressure-lowsep, config, = ho (thmod Wmod - Arod ) (5.117)
Fpressure-highstepl,configl Pcold thmod mod (5.118)
Ffrictionstepl,config1 = L Smod (2 mmod ) g (5.119).
Solving for the required cylinder force for movement gives
Fmod-movementstepl,config Pcold thmod mod Phot (thmod Wmod - Arod)
+Rsmod (2 mmod )g + (2 mmod )amod (t)
where the acceleration term is given by equation (5.112).
Therefore, the net resistive pressure force is
Fressuresteplconfigl )net = Pcoldthmod mod- Ph-oht (thmod mod- Arod) (5.121).
For positive module movement, using Newton's Law gives (specifying that the rod
for the deceleration device has the same cross-sectional area as the cylinder rod)
Fpressure-high - Fpressureow - Ffriction - Fmod-decel = (2 mmod )amod (t) (5.122),
where Fmod-decel is the force on the deceleration device.
Finally, substituting in the pressure and frictional forces, equations (5.117)-(5.119), into
the above equation and solving for the deceleration-device force results in
Fmod-decel = Pcold thmod Wmod - Phot (thmod Wmod - Arod)
od (2modg 2mod)amod ) (5.123).
smod (2 mmod)g - (2 mmod)amod(t)
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Therefore, the deceleration device must be sized to handle the loading specified above.
Forces For Stepl, Cylinder Configuration #2
Configuration #2 was specifically conceived to reduce the large pressure force during
negative module movement (see Section 4.2.4.2 for detailed description). Two
hydraulically-linked cylinders transfer the module forces for negative module movement to
the modules for positive module movement thus balancing the whole system. The result is
a lower force required for movement. A small pressure force still occurs with this system
since the module entering the high-pressure side during negative movement has a larger
wetted area for the pressure force (see Figure 5.7).
Only one cylinder is needed to initiate the two movements (positive and negative)
since the linked cylinders provide identical translation but in the opposite directions. This
cylinder is positioned on the cold side for positive module movement.
Using Newton's Second Law and summing forces for the whole system in Figure
5.7 gives
(F -movement + pressure-high,pos Fressure-low 
- pressure-low Fpresure-highneg 
-Ffction )stepl,config2 (5.124).
= (4 m.d)amo,(t)
Note that 4 modules are moved simultaneously for this step. As shown in the above
equation, the two low-pressure forces cancel. The cold-side pressure forces on the
modules during positive and negative movement are
Fpressure-high, pos stepl,config2 = Pcold (thmod Wmod - Arod) (5.125)
and
Fpressure-high,neg step l,config 2 Pcold thmod Wmod (5.126).
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The frictional force is
friction steplconfig2 mod (4mmod ) g (5.127).
Solving for the required cylinder force for movement simplifies to
Fdmovementstepl,config2 PcoldArod mod (4 mmod )g + (2 mmd )amod(t) (5.128),
where the acceleration term is taken from equation (5.112).
Thus, the net resistive pressure force is
(F =P A (5.129).
(pressurestepl,config 2 )net cold rod (5.129).
The two pressure forces for each configuration can be compared. Taking the net
pressure force for configuration #1, equation (5.121), and subtracting the pressure force
for configuration #2 shown above gives
(pressure )config 1-config 2 ( Pcold - Phot ) (thmod Wmod - Arod (5.130).
+ smod (2 mmod )g + (2 mmod ) amod (t)
This is the increase in pressure force switching from cylinder configuration #2 to #1. This
will ultimately lead to a larger power requirement as shown in later sections. Numerical
results shown later indicate that is force is quite larger thus reinforcing the
recommendation that configuration #2 should be used.
Forces For Step2, Regenerator Orientation #1
Orientation #1 places the regenerator in a horizontal plane. Therefore, the
regenerator would be placed directly above the gas-turbine engine. The cylinder for
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module movement only needs to overcome frictional resistance as shown in Figure 5.8.
Two cylinders are required to move the modules, one for each side.
Using Figure 5.8 to make a force balance considering only movement on the cold
side gives
(Fmodmovement - Ffriction )step 2,orient 1,cold = mod(Nmd cold + ) amod (t) (5.131),
where the frictional force is
Ffrictionstep2,orientl,cold = 9Smod (Nmodcold + 1)g (5.132).
Solving for the required module-movement force reduces to
Fmod-movementstep2,orient1,cold = (NmOdcold + [smodg + mmoda mod (t)] (5.133),
where the acceleration term is found from equation (5.112).
If FAR= 1, then the cylinder on the hot side would have identical result as shown
above. If FAR 1, the forces can be determined by using the above equations and replacing
Nmodcold with Nmodhot.
Forces For Step2, Regenerator Orientation #2
With Orientation #2, the regenerator is mounted horizontally. Only one cylinder,
on the cold-side, is required to provide the movement. A deceleration device is required to
slow the module down on the hot side. All resistive forces are gravitational forces as
shown in Figure 5.8. Some frictional forces probably exist but they are assumed to be
negligible.
Making a force balance on the cold side by using Figure 5.9 gives
(Fmod-movement - Fgravity )step 2,orient2,cold = (NmOdcold + I)amod (t) (5.134),
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where the gravitational force is
Fravistep2,orient2,cold = (Nmodcold + l)mod g (5.135).
Solving for the required module-movement force simplifies to
Fmod -movement step2,orient2,cold = (Nmdcold + 1)[mod g + amod (t)] (5.136),
where the acceleration term is found from equation (5.112).
If FAR= 1, then the deceleration device used on the hot side would be sized to
handle the same force specified in equation (5.136). If FAR 1, replacing Nmodcold with
Nmodhot will give the force on the deceleration device.
5.2.2.5.6 Cylinder Sizing
This section presents a method for determining the minimum bore size of the
cylinders. The cylinders must be sized to provide at least the maximum force required for
module movement. As shown in the above section, the force varies sinusoidally.
Therefore, the maximum force is determined by taking the force equations for module
movement, (5.120), (5.128), (5.133), and (5.136), and then setting the time varying
acceleration term to just the maximum value specified in equation (5.111). Cylinder size is
dependent on the pressure fed into the cylinder. The gas-turbine engine could be outfitted
with an auxiliary compressor to provide the feed air or the gas-generator compressor
could be used. The auxiliary-compressor option provides more flexibility over using the
gas-generator compressor. Having the freedom to specify the type of compressor allows
flexibility in deciding the cylinder size. With the gas-generator-compressor option, the
cylinder is fixed to a particular bore size that may not provide satisfactory results.
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The minimum cylinder-bore area is calculated by the following
(Abore )min (d-vement)max (5.137),Pfeed
where (Fmod-movment)max is the maximum force for module movement and Pfeed is the feed
pressure in the cylinder.
Most pneumatic and hydraulic cylinder manufacturers specify the sizes by using the
bore diameter. The minimum bore diameter is can be determined by
4 (Fod-movement max
(dbre )min Fm vement )max (5.138).
C Pfeed
5.2.2.5.7 Power Requirement for Module Movement
This section presents a method to calculate the power requirement for module
movement. Average power values for the two module movement steps are calculated and
then added to obtain the power requirement for the regenerator. Each step has two
options to choose from which gives four power results. The results should be used as a
criterion when selecting the desired regenerator option. The following lists some
assumptions and notes about the power requirement derivations:
* The method presented assumes that the power to move the rods back to the initial
position (rod retraction) is negligible.
* The power is derived by calculating the work done by the module movement forces, as
computed in Section 5.2.2.5.5. Then the average power is obtained taking the work
and dividing by the time interval during module movement.
* The acceleration profile is a sine function where positive acceleration occurs during
the first half of the time interval and negative acceleration during the second half. The
power just to accelerate the modules to this profile is accounted only during positive
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acceleration (first half of time interval). This is justified by several reasons. First,
power is not needed to slow a module down when resistive forces exist that can do
this job. Next, if the power accounted for the acceleration during the entire time
interval, the net work would equal zero and thus zero power. Modeling the power this
way is taking all of the kinetic energy back so the net acceleration energy is zero,
which should not be the case. In summary, the power should account only for
providing positive acceleration and overcoming resistive forces over the first half of
the time interval, and accounts for overcoming only the resistive forces in the second
half. As a result, the work calculations are made over two equal time intervals.
This analysis begins by deriving the power requirement on a generic basis.
Afterwards, the guidelines are given on how to modify the power equation to apply to a
particular step and option. The terms dmod and tmod (defined in Section 5.2.2.5.4) will be
used in this generic analysis.
Generic Power Equations
First some basic definitions are given. Work done by the module-movement forces
over a finite path from an initial location, si , to a final location, sf, is defined as
Wmod- f Fodmovemeds (5.139).
The power is defined as the time rate of doing work thus for module movement:
Wmd mod- (5.140).
od dt
The average power for this case is defined as
Wmod mod (5.141).tmod
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The force for module movement is basically the sum of the mass-acceleration term
and any resistive forces. This can be represented as
Fmod-movement general = mgeneralamod (t) Fesistivegenerf (5.142),
where the general subscript denotes a generic term. Notice that the work equation has a
differential with respect to displacement but the force is function of time. Therefore, the
work equation is changed to a time integral using the chain rule:
tW- mod ds
mod = -movement(t) d t  (5.143).
ds
The differential, , is the velocity shown in equation (5.113):
dt
ds - dmod 1-cos 2t (5.144).
dt tmod tmod
Substituting equations(5.142) and (5.144) into (5.143) yields
Wmo od n+ Fa dmod 1 - cos (2T t dt (5.145).mo enerlmd(t) + Fresistive genera I tmod tmod )
Recall that work is split into two time intervals with the acceleration accounted for only
during the first interval. This can be written as
od tmod mgeneral mod(t)+ Fdmod g - os t dt
tmod tmod[ 2 (5.146).
mod Fresis resiivegeneral cos t dt (5.146).
2etmod dmod tmodjt2dFivienra [ld I-CosL(  t ,,Jdt
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Substituting in the acceleration from equation (5.112) and evaluating the integral yields
[ dmodFresistivegeneral 2dmod 2 general dmod Fresistivegenera
Wmod =[ 2 + mod2 (5.147),2 t mod2 2
where the bracketed terms are the work for each time interval.
The average power is obtained by substituting in the above result into equation (5.141).
This simplifies to the generic power-requirement for module movement:
- dmod Fresistiveenerl 2 dmod2 mgenera
Wmok  _ general general (5.148).t mod t mod3
Dividing the power equation by the gas-turbine power output, equation (5.19), gives the
normalized power-requirement:
Wm= Wmod (5.149).
od WGT
Power Requirement For Each Step and Option
To get the power requirement for a particular step and option, substitute the following
into the generic power equations:
For Step l, Cylinder Configuration #1
* equation (5.102) for tmod
* equation (5.104) for dmod
* the sum the right hand side of equations (5.119) and (5.121) for Fresistiv
e g e n e ra l
* 2 mmod for mgeneral
For Step 1, Cylinder Configuration #2
* equations (5.102) for tmod
* equation (5.104) for dmod
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* the sum the right hand side of equations (5.127) and (5.129) for Fresistivegeneral
* 4 mmod for mgeneral
For Step2, Regenerator Orientation #1
This option has two cylinders, one for module movement on the hot side and the other for
module movement on the cold side. To get the power for the cold side, substitute in the
following into the generic power equation:
* equation (5.103) for tmod
* equation (5.105) for dmod
* the right hand side of equation (5.132) for Fresistivegeneral
* (Nmodcold + 1) for mgeneral
To get the power for the hot side, substitute in the same information except for the last
bullet, where (Nmodh,, +1) is substituted into mgeneral.
Then the net power for this option is
UWtep2,orientl W step2,orient lcold + Wstep2,orientlhot (5.150).
For Step2, Regenerator Orientation #2
* equation (5.103) for tmod
* equation (5.105) for dmod
* the right hand side of equation (5.135) for Fresistivegeneral
* (Nmodcold + 1) for mgeneral
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Total Power
The total power requirement for the regenerator is the sum of the power for step 1 and
step2. With two options for each step, 4 total power results are made. This is summarized
as shown in the following:
( mod )ofigl,orient = step l ,confi g 1 step 2,orient 1
configl,orientl WGT
(W od )config ,orient 2
- 
= step 
l
config l + step 2,orient 2
mod step Il,config2 Wstep 2,orient I
m )config 2,or ent I  WGT
( - step l ,config2 step2,orient 2
config2,orient2 WGT
(5.151)
(5.152)
(5.153)
(5.154).
Wilson [18] suggests that the normalized total power requirement should fall within one
percent for typical designs. Numerical results using the power equations will be shown
later and this power limit will be used to dictate the preferred configuration.
5.2.2.5.8 Axial Conduction
The thermal conductivity of the ceramic-matrix material is considerably greater
than the conductivity of the fluid flowing through the matrix. As a result, conduction in
the flow direction within the matrix walls, called axial conduction, may be significant. With
axial conduction present, the heat contained in the ceramic material flows from the hot
locations to the cold locations. Consequently, the temperature gradient for the matrix
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decreases. The ultimate detrimental effect is a reduction in regenerator effectiveness. This
section addresses the axial-conduction effects for a modular regenerator.
Beck [4 and 19] investigated axial conduction for regenerators taking into account
the portion of the matrix under the seals (called "seal width" by Beck), not exposed to the
flow. His results concluded that consideration of the seal width can increase axial-
conduction effects by a factor of two. This is of particular concern for modular designs
since a considerable portion of the matrix is not exposed to the flow. Beck gives a
computer algorithm (commands for Matlab) to compute the regenerator effectiveness
considering axial conduction with seal-width effects. The algorithm uses a finite difference
technique first developed by Bahnke and Howard [20]. The following outlines a method
using Beck's analysis in determining the axial-conduction effects (drop in effectiveness)
for a modular regenerator.
Seven parameters are required by the algorithm to compute effectiveness (note
that the parameter nomenclature presented is consistent with Beck's to avoid confusion
when applying his analysis). Four parameters, NTU, Crat, Crot, and (hAh)' are already
known. The remaining three are shown below.
The first parameter is seal coverage, SC, which is defined as the percentage of
matrix area not exposed the flow. This can be written for the modular case as
Nmod
SC = unexposed (5.155).
Nmodunexposed + Nmodcold + NmOdo t
Next is the heat-conduction available-area ratio, As', defined as
(A s ) min heat capacity side As 
(5.NAs' (As As(5.156),( max heat capacity side Asx
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where As is the matrix-material area available for heat conduction. As is essentially the
cross-sectional area of the matrix exposed to the flow which can be shown for both sides
as
AsN = Afcold (1- ma ) (5.157)
Asx = Afhot (1- Tmat) (5.158).
Thus As' is just the inverse of FAR:
1
As' = (5.159).
FAR
The final parameter is the axial-conduction parameter, k, which is a dimensionless variable
that measures the axial-conduction effects. The axial-conduction parameter is defined as
S kcer As 1+ As' (5.160),
(rhc )minthmod As'
where kce, is the thermal conductivity of the ceramic matrix evaluated at the ceramic mean
temperature, equation (5.71), using equation (A.2) in the Appendix.
With all seven parameters specified, they are inputted into the algorithm to
estimate the effectiveness accounting for axial conduction, Eacsw. Then the algorithm is run
a second time but h is changed to zero to get the effectiveness estimate assuming no axial
conduction, inc. The axial conduction and seal-width effect is measured by defining
C nc
_ -acsw n (5.161)
E acsw Enc
which gives a normalized effectiveness drop.
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5.2.3 Discussion and Summary
With the designated chosen parameters from Section 5.2.2.2, the modular
regenerator can be sized and its performance measured using the design method just
presented. The method could easily be modified to include other parameters as initial
choices. Numerical results of this method are shown in later sections.
The following are some general observations made after deriving the design
method.
* Configuration #2 provides a substantial reduction of the resistive forces as shown in
equation (5.130). This large force drop should translate to a much lower power
requirement. Actual numerical comparison verifying the force and power reduction
will be shown in subsequent sections. Note that the friction force doubles with
configuration #2 (as compared to #1) since the number of modules double, but this
increase will be small compared to the reduction in pressure force.
* If using the two-step-movement process, the module movement for both sides must be
in sync with each other during step2. Configuration #2 and orientation #1 should
provide better results in performing synchronous movement since both use just
cylinders for module movement. Configuration #1 and Orientation #2 uses two
different mechanical devices, cylinders and deceleration devices. Matching theses two
types of mechanisms for synchronous movement will require further analysis and could
pose some timing problems.
* When setting the module velocities, the designer must take this into the mechanical
constraints set by the particular cylinder system used. The fluid flow in the connecting
lines may limit the velocity of the cylinder piston rod. Data on piston speeds for
cylinders can be found in Parker Fluidpower [17] and should be correlated with the
derived velocities in this analysis.
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5.3 Design Optimization
5.3.1 Introduction
The initial chosen parameters designated in Section 5.2.2.2 dictate the outcome of
the regenerator design. Choosing values resulting in an
optimum design is not always an easy and direct task because varying a choice could
provide beneficial and/or detrimental effects. Therefore, knowledge of how the choice
affects the overall design is pertinent if the designer wants to optimize the regenerator to
the desired specification. Choosing particular values for some parameters were
straightforward because the parameter defined a desired result or was based on
conclusions drawn from previous analyses for rotary regenerators. Selecting values for
other parameters required numerous design iterations until satisfactory results were
achieved. The purpose of this section is to give the designer some insight on how one
parameter can influence other design factors.
The following section first assigns numerical values to the designated chosen
parameters. After performing the design calculations outlined in the previous section,
results are presented when varying certain parameters and keeping all others constant.
Then a discussion is made on how these particular parameters were finally chosen. Not all
chosen parameters are varied in this analysis, only the ones with possible significant design
impacts or with unclear optimum values.
5.3.2 Numerical Values for Chosen Parameters
This section presents numerical values for the designated chosen parameters and the
justification for the choice. Note that the following tables contain the final design choices.
The reason for presenting the final choices in this section was that these values were the
final chosen parameters for Section 5.3.3 analysis.
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Engine Parameters
This analysis uses a hypothetical engine with the specified cycle properties listed in
Table 5.5. The engine parameters specified are representative for a small gas turbine that
could be fitted with a rotary regenerator. This size of gas-turbine engine is used so a direct
comparison can be made between modular and rotary designs. Recall that the rotary
design cannot be used for large gas turbines due to the limits on rotary regenerator sizes.
Note: the temperatures and pressures given in the next table are stagnation (total) values.
Engine Parameter Chosen Specification
compressor-inlet temperature, T1 300 K
compressor-inlet pressure, P1  1.10 5 Pa
compressor pressure ratio, r 2
compressor total-to-total polytropic efficiency, Tlpoly,1-2 0.82
turbine inlet temperature, T4 1400 K
heat exchanger outlet pressure, P6  1.10 5 Pa
turbine total-to-total polytropic efficiency, Tlpoly,4-5 0.90
compressor mass-flow rate, rh 1-2 1 kg/sec
A-P , normalized pressure drops in cycle 0.080.0
Table 5.5
5.3.2.2
Gas-turbine engine specifications.
Regenerator-Performance Parameters
The values for the performance parameters are shown in Table 5.6. For
effectiveness, the value chosen is based on the performance goal that the regenerator
5.3.2.1
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should have a high effectiveness. Analysis of how effectiveness affects the design is
discussed in Section 5.3.3.
For hot-side pressure drop, the chosen value of one percent is a conservative lower
limit for typical heat exchangers for small gas turbines. If a smaller heat exchanger (or
smaller face area) is required, then the designer should consider choosing pressure drops
between 2 to 4 percent [21].
As shown in Figure 1.5, as the total cycle pressure drop increases, the thermal efficiency
and specific power decrease. The total pressure drop is the sum of the individual
component pressure drops so when the hot-side pressure drop is increased, the effect is
just added to the cycle pressure drop. Furthermore, the regenerator headers for each side
and the combustor will contribute to the total cycle pressure. When accounting for all
components, the one percent value seems reasonable.
The leakage was arbitrarily chosen to give a value representative for the modular
case. For Crot , increasing the value increases effectiveness (beneficial effect) but also
increases carry-over leakage and the required power for matrix/module movement
(detrimental effects) [13]. Hagler [12] determined that setting Crot = 3.0 provided optimal
results. Furthermore, Beck [19] showed that Crot = 3.0 does not incur any significant axial-
conduction penalties.
Regenerator-Performance Parameter Chosen Specification
effectiveness, E 0.95
, 0.01
hot , hot-side core pressure drop
rh leak/ h 1-2 , normalized regenerator leakage 0.02
Crot 3.0
Table 5.6 Regenerator-performance specifications.
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5.3.2.3 Regenerator-Matrix Parameters
The chosen matrix is based on the results in Chapter 3. The matrix consists of
extruded MAS (Corning "Celcor" cordierite composition) material with rectangular
passages. The ceramic solid density can vary depending on the type of cordierite
composition so a value representative of typical cordierite compositions was chosen [22].
Other material properties for the cordierite material are presented in the Appendix.
Porosity was chosen based on typical rotary matrix cores that have high porosities
around 70 percent. This value is close to the upper limit of manufacturing capabilities [5].
Values for hydraulic diameter and passage aspect ratio were chosen after making several
design iterations and using the analysis in Section 5.3.3. The coefficient of static friction
was chosen as a worst-case estimate based on experiments of ceramic matrices sliding on
graphite surfaces conducted by Pfahnl [23].
Regenerator-Matrix Parameter Chosen Specification
material composition Extruded cordierite (MAS)
ceramic solid density, Pcer 2050 kg/m3
porosity, 'P 0.70
hydraulic diameter, dh 0.82E-3 m
passage aspect ratio, ARpass 4.0
matrix coefficient of static friction, gs,mat 0.4
Regenerator-matrix specifications.Table 5.7
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5.3.2.4 Regenerator-Configuration Parameters
The chosen values pertaining to the regenerator configuration are listed in Table
5.8. Choosing FAR = 1 when ARchannel = 1 gives the simplest configuration for module
movement. Otherwise some complex module-movement schemes will be required. The
cold-side number of modules was chosen as a result of design iterations (see Section 5.3.3
for the analysis of how FAR and Nmodcold can affect other design values). The time
proportion for step 1 was chosen to minimize the power requirement. The time proportion
for extension stroke is arbitrarily chosen. The module rim widths were also arbitrarily
chosen. Additional studies will be required to optimize the rim dimensions. Finally, the
cylinder-piston-rod diameter was chosen based on data from Parker Fluidpower [17].
Regenerator-Configuration Parameter Chosen Specification
face-area ratio, FAR 1.0
channel aspect ratio, ARchannel 1.0
number of modules exposed on cold side, Nmodcold 6
time proportion for step 1 module movement, stepl 0.70
time proportion for cylinder rod extension stroke, extension 0.75
side-rim width of module, Wrim-side 0.005 m
top/bottom-rim width of module, Wrim-top/bottom 0.015 m
cylinder piston rod diameter, diarod 0.025 m
Table 5.8 Regenerator-configuration specifications.
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5.3.3 Varying Chosen Parameters
This section employs the sizing and performance method using the values assigned
from the previous section. A chosen parameter is varied keeping all others constant to
analyze what important design factors changed. With this knowledge, the designer should
be able to optimize some of these choices.
Nine chosen parameters are varied. These nine, mainly parameters that can dictate
the overall configuration and power requirement, were selected for two reasons. Some
parameters were initially assigned a value arbitrarily and required further optimization.
Others were selected to give additional information that would be applicable for other
regenerator designs. Most of the results are shown with plots where the varying parameter
is on the x-axis.
Other items pertaining to this section worth noting are presented as follows:
* All results are based on a fixed hot-side pressure drop (set at one percent). If this
parameter was not initial fixed, the results could be quite different. For example,
changing a parameter such as hydraulic diameter could result in unacceptable core
pressure drops. This does not mean such values for hydraulic diameter cannot be used,
but implies that some other parameters must be adjusted to give reasonable pressure
drops.
* The power requirements between the two regenerator orientations for a particular
module-movement step were nearly identical. Therefore, only one orientation is used
throughout for the power analysis.
5.3.3.1 Varying Gas-Turbine Parameters
Since the modular regenerator has potential applications for a large variety of gas-
turbine engines, understanding how the gas-turbine size affects the regenerator is essential.
This section presents a simple approach of analyzing the gas turbine's size by varying a
gas turbine's pressure ratio and mass-flow rate.
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5.3.3.1.1 Varying Pressure Ratio
The pressure ratio was varied from 1.5 to 5.5 with all other inputs held constant to
investigate the effects on gas-turbine performance and power requirement.
Results and Discussions
The plots showing the effect of pressure ratio on the design are as follows:
Thermal
Efficiency
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Pressure Ratio
Effect of changing the pressure ratio on cycle thermal efficiency.
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Figure 5.13 Effect of changing the pressure ratio on the power required by the
regenerator to move the modules.
Discussion
The thermal efficiency peaks at r=-3. This is one reason why low pressure ratio gas-
turbines are used in regenerative cycles.
As expected, Figure 5.13 displays the large power discrepancy between the two
cylinder configurations. The dip in configuration #1's curve is due to the increasing rate of
the gas turbine's work output. As the pressure ratio increases, the work output begins to
level off. The pressure forces continue to increase, thus increasing the normalized power.
Since configuration #2 nearly eliminates the pressure force, the normalized power
requirement decreases. Moreover, using configuration #1 further substantiates using a
low-pressure ratio engine since the minimum occurs near r=-2.
5.3.3.1.2 Varying Mass-Flow Rate
When the mass-flow rate increases, the power output increases in proportion
without affecting the thermal efficiency and specific work. Varying this parameter gives a
good measure of how a larger gas turbine affects the design. The mass-flow rate is varied
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from 1 to 40 kg/s to cover gas turbines of various sizes ranging from vehicular engines to
industrial power generation units.
Results
The plots showing the influence of mass-flow rate on the design are as follows:
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Figure 5.17 Effect of changing the gas-turbine mass-flow rate on the power required by
the regenerator to move the modules.
Additional observations:
* The face area will increase in proportion to the mass-flow rate but the module/matrix
thickness stays constant.
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* As the face areas increase, the module dimensions increase in a way depending on the
channel aspect ratio. With ARchannel = 1, the module dimensions increase non-linearly as
shown in Figure 5.15.
* Since the module thickness is constant, the sealing distance will increase in proportion
to the module width.
* The regenerator mass increases in proportion since the face areas increase in
proportion.
* The total time for module movement is constant because both the module mass and
ceramic-mass-flow rate increase by the same factor.
* Figure 5.17 shows that by increasing mass-flow rate, the power requirement increases.
With very large gas turbines, attaining the one percent power goal will not be possible
with either cylinder configuration.
Discussion
For large gas-turbine engines, the module size could get quite large. As shown in
the plots, some results such as the module dimensions, are unrealistic. To counter this, the
number of modules could be increased to reduce the dimensions but then the module
velocities will increase. The effects of varying Nmod are presented later. Furthermore,
larger dimensions correspond to heavier modules. The frictional forces resisting movement
will probably become significant with larger designs. Providing rollers or dry lubricants to
reduce the friction should be considered.
5.3.3.2 Varying Regenerator Choices
5.3.3.2.1 Varying Effectiveness
Since effectiveness is a measurement of the regenerator's thermal performance, a
high value is desired. The effectiveness was chosen at 95 percent which should yield good
results. Nevertheless, understanding how effectiveness affects the overall design could be
Design Optimization
beneficial. The effectiveness was varied from 0.8 to 1.0. The value of unity is just a
reference point since this would imply a heat exchanger of infinite size.
Results
Recall that the thermal efficiency increases as effectiveness increases. Using the
design results, the increase is shown in the next figure.
Thermal
Efficiency
0.6
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0.4
0.3
0.85 0.9
Effectiveness
0.95
Figure 5.18
efficiency.
Effect of changing the regenerator effectiveness on the cycle thermal
Additional observations as e is increased from 0.8 to 1.0:
* Most of the other design parameters were unaffected.
* The normalized cold-side pressure drop changed from 0.14 percent to 0.2 percent.
* The module thickness increased slightly and the face areas decreased by a smaller rate.
This resulted in the regenerator mass increasing by 3 kg.
* Changes in the power requirement were negligible.
Discussion
No detrimental trends were observed that would preclude using a regenerator with
a high effectiveness.
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5.3.3.2.2 Varying Passage Aspect Ratio
Recall that the heat-transfer performance increases as aspect ratio increases for a
rectangular matrix passage (with fixed hydraulic diameter). As a result, the designer would
probably choose a high aspect ratio; however, this may have detrimental effects.
Therefore, this section presents the how ARpass affects the design when its value is varied
from 1 to 9.
Results
The following plots exhibit the influence of passage aspect ratio on the design:
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Figure 5.19 Effect
passage density.
7 8 9
of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the matrix
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Passage Aspect Ratio
Figure 5.20 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the thickness
of the module/matrix.
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Figure 5.21 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the face area
for one side (hot or cold) of the regenerator.
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Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the
regenerator mass.
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Figure 5.26 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the total time
for movement of one module.
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Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix passage aspect ratio on the power
the regenerator to move the modules.
Additional observations as ARpass is increased from 1 to 9:
* The face areas decreased slightly.
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* Since the passage density decreased and porosity is constant, the matrix wall thickness
increased.
* Cold-side pressure drop decreased slightly from 0.232 percent to 0.16 percent.
* Axial-conduction parameter increased slightly from 0.0017 to 0.0025 because the
module/matrix thickness decreased and the wall thickness increased.
Discussion
Increasing the aspect ratio decreased the overall regenerator size and mass. The
power requirement increased slightly but remains within acceptable limits.
5.3.3.2.3 Varying Hydraulic Diameter
Hydraulic diameter is similar to the passage aspect ratio since it specifies the
passage size. Current manufacturing techniques can produce matrices with a wide range of
hydraulic diameters. Thus, the designer has some freedom to select a particular value. This
section presents the effects of hydraulic diameter as it ranges from 0.4 mm to 1.2 mm.
Results
The plots showing the influence of hydraulic diameter on the design are as follows:
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Figure 5.29 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix hydraulic diameter on the matrix
passage density.
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Figure 5.30 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix hydraulic diameter on the axial-
conduction parameter.
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Figure 5.32 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix hydraulic diameter on the total time
for movement of one module.
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Figure 5.33 Effect of changing the ceramic-matrix hydraulic diameter on the power
required by the regenerator to move the modules.
Additional observations:
* No change occurred in face areas thus the module length and width remained constant.
* No change occurred for cold-side pressure drop.
Discussion
Increasing the hydraulic diameter increased the module/matrix thickness without
affecting the face areas. Thus, its value could be adjusted to obtain a specific matrix size.
The axial-conduction parameter is reduced because the module/matrix thickness increases
which corresponds to longer conduction lengths. The time for module movement increases
which relates to lower module accelerations, velocities, and power requirement.
5.3.3.2.4 Varying Porosity
Porosity is a measure of a matrix's "openness." A low-porosity matrix has thick
walls and a low passage density whereas a high-porosity matrix has thin walls and a higher
passage density. The porosity was varied from 0.4 to 0.8.
I
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Results
The plots displaying the influence of porosity on the design is shown below.
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Figure 5.42 Effect of changing the matrix porosity on the power required by the
regenerator to move the modules.
Additional notes:
* No change occurred for the cold-side pressure drop.
* No change occurred in module/matrix thickness.
Discussion
Increasing the porosity creates a more compact matrix thus leading to larger
reductions in size and weight. This is why current rotary regenerators tend to have high
porosities around 70 percent. On the other hand, this decreases the time for module
movement thus contributing to the increase in power requirement. All power values are
within acceptable limits except when the porosity is greater that 70 percent using
configuration #2. Increasing the porosity decreased the axial-conduction parameter
because the available area for heat conduction decreased and because the modules move
more rapidly. In addition, increasing porosity will increase the carry-over leakage because
the matrix void volume increases. The carry-over leakage is the transfer of compressed air
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within the matrix from the cold side to the hot side. Carry-over leakage is addressed in
later sections.
5.3.3.2.5 Varying Face-Area Ratio
Setting FAR= 1 provides the simplest configuration for module movement.
Choosing the face-area ratio greater than unity might provide the performance needed in
other regenerator applications. Changing FAR is analogous to changing the radial-seal
angle for the rotary case. This section will vary FAR from 0.5 to 2.5. Recall that the
design method uses channel-geometry option A, stipulating that both sides have identical
channel lengths.
Results
The following plots show the effect of face-area ratio on the design:
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Effect of changing the regenerator face-area ratio on the pressure drop for
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Figure 5.45 Effect of changing the regenerator face-area ratio on the thickness of the
module/matrix.
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Figure 5.52 Effect of changing the regenerator face-area ratio on the power required by
the regenerator to move the modules.
Discussion
The core volume reaches a minimum at FAR= 1 due the changing effects of face
area and module/matrix thickness. This decreases the module dimensions, but the number
of modules increases (on the hot side) such that the total regenerator mass increases. Since
the number of modules increases, the time for module movement drops thus giving a
higher module acceleration and power requirement.
5.3.3.2.6 Varying Number of Cold-Side Modules
Changing the number of modules on the cold side gives the designer additional
flexibility when setting the size of the modules. Increasing Nmod will decrease the module
size. Unfortunately, this will require faster module velocities to maintain the same ceramic
mass-flow rate. Nmodcold is varied from 2 modules to 10 module for this section.
Results
The influence of Nmodcold on the design is shown in the following plots:
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Discussion
As number of modules on the cold side increases, the reduction in module width
overcomes the increase in module length to give an overall reduction in module size.
Regenerator mass reaches a minimum with 7 cold-side modules. The decrease in
regenerator mass from 2 to 7 cold-side modules is attributed to the modules not exposed
to the flow. As Nmodcold increases, the module mass decreases because the total mass for
modules not exposed to the flow decreases. This effect starts to become overshadowed by
the increasing rim mass when Nmod is around 7 modules. Since the rim width is constant,
as the modules increase in number and get smaller, the percentage of mass composed of
rim material starts to increase.
Finally, increasing Nmodcold decreases the sealing distance thus a reduction in
leakage will occur (discussed later).
5.3.3.2.7 Varying Stepl Time Proportion
Setting the step 1 time proportion, ,stepJ, determines the accelerations and velocities of
each module movement step which affects the power requirement. s,,epl was varied from
40 to 80 percent.
Results
The effect of ~stepl on the power requirement is is shown in the next plot.
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Config. #1,
Orient #1
- Config. #2,
Orient #1
40 50 60
Step 1 Time Percentage
Figure 5.59 Effect of changing the percentage of time spent for stepl on the power
required by the regenerator to move the modules.
Discussion
For cylinder configuration #1, a minimum of the power required occurs around 73
percent. For #2, the minimum is around 65 percent. The minimum exists because as the
step 1 time percentage is changed in either direction, the accelerations change for each
movement step in opposite directions. The step with the positive increase in acceleration
begins to dominate and thus the power required increases.
5.3.4 Conclusions
The conclusions drawn based on the optimization analysis including the rationale
for the final choices are summarized below.
* The porosity was initially chosen at 95 percent to provide a high thermal efficiency.
The analysis did not give any evidence that a different value should be used. Hence,
the final value is 95 percent.
Normalized
Power
Requirement
(%)
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* Increasing the passage aspect ratio gives benefits such as the reducing the overall size,
reducing the mass, and increasing the heat-transfer performance. One factor that may
limit the aspect ratio is the structural integrity of the matrix material. By increasing the
aspect ratio, the internal structural support of the honey-comb arrangement is
decreased since the lengthwise wall distances are increased. As a compromise,
ARpass=4.0 was finally chosen.
* FAR=I provides the simplest module configuration for movement. Furthermore,
setting FAR= 1 will probably lead to minimum axial-conduction effects since the time
spent for a module going from one exposed side to the other is minimized. For the
particular gas-turbine used in this analysis along with other designated parameters,
FAR= 1 yielded acceptable results.
* After the passage aspect ratio was chosen at 4.0, the hydraulic diameter was adjusted
to minimize the regenerator weight. Recall that lowering the hydraulic diameter
decreases the module/matrix thickness but keeps the face areas constant. Therefore, dh
was selected to minimize the weight but not to exceed the acceptable limits in the
matrix thickness. Wilson [24] suggests that a matrix thickness less than 0.077 m could
introduce some thermal and structural fatigue problems within the matrix. As the
matrix thickness decreases, the temperature gradient within the ceramic matrix
increases. Combined with the thermal cycling that the matrix sustains, the structural
integrity of the core could start to deteriorate. So to remain within this matrix-
thickness limit, the final value of hydraulic diameter is 0.82 mm.
* The porosity was initially set at 70 percent and this provided good results as shown
previously. Thus, the final value of porosity did not change.
* The number of modules for the cold side was chosen at 6 which giving a near
minimum regenerator mass as Nmodcold is varied.
* From the power requirement curves of Figure 5.59, a value for stepl time proportion
ranging from 55 to 75 percent gives a near minimum power requirement for
configuration #2. Therefore, the final value was chosen at 70 percent.
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* Cylinder configuration #2 is chosen over #1 since it provided substantially lower
power results throughout this analysis. The power requirement for configuration #1
sometimes provided adequate results, but the power required for #2 was always
significantly lower.
* The power requirements between the two regenerator orientations were almost
identical (this was not shown in the above plots). Thus, other design criteria were
considered in selecting an orientation. As a result, orientation #1 is chosen because it
provides a simpler module-movement system (having identical cylinder systems for
each side during step2 movement). Recall that orientation #2 requires a deceleration
device to slow the module down on the hot side and this will have to be synchronized
with the cylinder on the cold side.
5.4 Sizing and Performance Results
5.4.1 Introduction
This section presents the results of the design and performance method using the final
chosen parameters. All chosen parameters are listed in Section 5.3.2.
5.4.2 Results
The following tables present the numerical results of the cycle calculations, mean
properties calculations, basic regenerator calculations, and modular specific calculations.
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rhcold 0.98 kg/s T3 1184.2 K
h4-5  0.98 kg/s Ts 1226.5 K
nhot  0.98 kg/s T6 431.7 K
P 2  2.0.105 Pa (h Cp )min 1072.8 J/K-s
P 3  1.96.105 Pa (fit p)max 1083.3 J/K-s
P 4  1.88.105 Pa WGT 120 kW
Ps 1.02.105 Pa TIthermal 0.47
T2 381.7 K W'T 0.40
Table 5.9 Results of the gas-turbine cycle calculations.
Pho1.01105 Pa Pld 1.98.105 Pa
Thot 829.1 K Tod 783.0
Phot 0.425 kg/m3  Pcold 0.881 kg/m 3
-hot 3.77-10 -5 kg/m-s -cold 3.63-10 -5 kg/m-s
(Pr)ho, 0.713 ()co 0.707
CPhot 1105.3 J/kg-K CPcold 1094.7 J/kg-K
Table 5.10 Results of the calculations specifying the mean properties for both sides of
the regenerator.
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Parameter Calculated Result Parameter Calculated Result
Cf Re 18.3 Vmat 0.0851 m3
2 0.328 mmat 49.5 kg
St Pr 3
Cil
hfcold 367.0 W/m2-K Ahhot 137.4 m2
hhot 382.6 W/m2-K Ahcold 137.4 m2
1pass 0.00205 m (htAh )hot 5.26 W/K
Wpass 0.000510 m (htAh )cold 5.05 W/K
ppass 66.6 (htAh 0.959
Ah 4878.0 m2/m3  UAh 2.57 W/K
Vvoid
Ah 3414.6 m2/m 3  C 3.04 m/s
Vmat
NTU 24 (Re) cod 60.5
Chot 6.32 m/s qcold 4.08 Pa
thmod 0.077 m P p 0.18%
A\ )cold
Afhot  0.366 m 2  cer 806.5 K
Afhot 0.522 m2  -Pr 1164.4 J/kg-K
Affcold 0.366 m2  2.76 kg/s
Afcold 0.522 m2  trotation 17.9 s
Af 1.04 m2
Table 5.11 Results of the basic regenerator calculations.
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Nmodunexposed 4 tstep2 0.44 s
Ichannelcold 0.748 m Vmod-stepI 0.75 m/s
Wchn.necold 0.748 m Vmod-step2 0.28 m/s
Achnnelcold  0.56 m2  tmodstepl 0.78 s
Sfwtcold 93.3 % tmodstep2  0.36 s
lmod-mat 0.748 dmodstepl 0.778 m
Wmod-mat 0.116 dmodstep2 0.126 m
Imod 0.778 m amax, step] 4.48 m/s 2
Wmod 0.126 m amax, step2 3.96 m/S2
diStseal 0.407 m Arod 0.00049 m2
Nmodhot 6 (F reure net 994 N
pressurestepl,configl )net
lregenerator 2.33 m (F 1fi 297.2 N
Wregenerator 1.01m 0.359%
od config 2,orient 1
mmod-mat 4.13 kg SC 25 %
mrim 1.63 As' 1.0
mmod 5.76 ASN 0.157 m2
mregenerator 92.2 kg X 0.0025
tnetmod 1.49s AE 0.42%
acsw
tstepl 1.05 s
Table 5.12 Results of the modular specific calculations.
The following are some notes pertaining the results in Table 5.12:
* Recall that regenerator is using cylinder configuration #2 and orientation #1.
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* Since FAR= 1, the all channel dimensions for both sides are identical.
* 4extension is chosen at 0.75 to give the time for tmod.
* The module-side rims have 4 slots (with a radius of 0.0125 m) and are filleted (with a
radius of 0.01 m).
Module Movement and Force Profiles
The movement and force profiles for step 1 (configuration #2) are as follows:
[amod (t)]epl = 4.48 sin t78(0.78,
[Vmod(t)]stepl 1-Cos 2 t( 0.78 )]
[Smod (t)step = t
0.778 sin( 2t
- T Si- t8
2 t 0.78
Fmod = 187.5+51.6 sinr 2 T tod-movementstepl,config 2 0.78
The movement and force profiles for step2 ( orientation #1) are as follows:
[amod ]step2 = 3.96 sin C 2 t
mod step2 0.36 )s
IVmod t] 2 =0.35 L-cos 2n t
I (0.36 ,
0.126 2r
[smod (t)]step 2 = 0.35t-- sin t2 7 0.36
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Fmo =158.1+40.3sin(- t .od-movementstep 2, orientl 0.136
Cylinder Sizing
The cylinder-bore diameter is a function of feed pressure. The next plot shows the
minimum required bore diameter for step 1 (configuration #1) as the feed pressure is
changed. Following that is a plot for step2 (orientation #1). Note the bore diameter is in
inches since most cylinder manufactures use English units.
Cylinder
Bore
Diameter
(inches)
1 2 3 4 5
Feed Pressure (1O^5 Pa)
Figure 5.60
movement.
6 7 8
Effect of minimum required cylinder-bore diameter for step 1 module
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2
Cylinder 1.5
Bore
Diameter
(inches) 1
0.5
0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Feed Pressure (10^\5 Pa)
Figure 5.61 Effect of minimum required cylinder-bore diameter for step2 module
movement.
5.4.3 Discussion
Cylinder configuration #2 has an 88 percent drop in the net pressure forces that
resist module movement compared to configuration #1. Thus, the power required is well
within the designated 1 percent limit.
As shown from the derived regenerator dimensions, a modular regenerator will
always be considerably larger than a rotary regenerator. Modular regenerators have the
open space (about the size of the face area for one side) between the hot and cold sides, a
result of the reduced sealing distances. Several parameters could be adjusted to help
reduce the size, such as increasing the hot-side pressure drop. Increasing the hot-side
pressure drop to 2-4 percent might provide better results when all life-cycle costs are
considered.
The drop in effectiveness due to axial conduction was only 0.42 %. Therefore,
axial-conduction effects are not a factor. Most modular regenerators can be designed
without substantial axial-conduction effects because most effectiveness reductions due to
axial conduction are greatest for [25]:
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* Metal heat exchangers with high thermal conductivities,
* High-effectiveness heat exchangers (greater than 95 percent),
* Heat exchangers with short flow lengths (module/matrix thickness) which correspond
to short conduction lengths, and
* Large seal coverage (greater than 30 percent) in regenerator.
5.5 Seal-Leakage Calculations
5.5.1 Introduction
One of the significant problems plaguing rotary regenerator designs is seal leakage.
The high-pressure air on the cold side escapes under the seals resulting in a reduction of
thermal efficiency. As previously mentioned, reducing the area over which leakage occurs
would reduce the leakage. This leakage area is the seal-clearance height, h, multiplied by
the sealing distance, distsea,. The intrinsic problem with rotary designs is a long sealing
distance. The sealing distance is the periphery of the high-pressure face area across both
sides of the matrix disk. For the modular case, the sealing distance is the module cross-
section periphery (for the two modules located in the seal section). The result is a
reduction in sealing distance as illustrated in the figure below. Furthermore, the seal length
(measured in the direction of the leakage flow) can be considerably long, further
contributing to leakage reduction. Therefore, one would expect to get a substantial
reduction in seal leakage using a modular regenerator.
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Rotary
Sealing Distance
Sealing Distance
Figure 5.62 Comparison of sealing distances for rotary and modular regenerators.
The leakage can be classified into two groups, gap and carry-over. Gap leakage is
the fluid flow traveling between the seals and the matrix. Carry-over leakage consists of
the transfer of trapped air within the matrix passages from one side to the other. The
modular concept's advantage of shorter sealing distances affects the gap leakage only.
This section presents a method of calculating the seal leakage for modular
regenerators. Then, using the numerical design results, actual leakage values for the design
are obtained. Then direct comparisons are made with the other concepts that are designed
to the same specifications as the module-seal concept. These comparisons will validate the
assertion that modular regenerators provide very low leakage rates.
Modular
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5.5.2
5.5.2.1
Leakage for Module-Seal Regenerators
Introduction
This section presents the leakage analysis for the module-seal concept. The leakage
occurs along 4 module faces when the module is located within each seal. Thus, four
leakage calculations are required along each face. The convention for naming the sides is
shown in the figure below. This analysis is based on the leakage method for rotary
regenerators developed by Harper [26]. Harper's approach models the leakage flow
through labyrinth seals using the analysis of Egli [27].
Cold, High-Pressure Side
Flow Direction Bottom Face
Figure 5.63
5.5.2.2
Module Within Seal
Back Face
Hot, Low-Pressure Side
Flow Direction
Location of module faces where the leakage occurs.
Method of Calculation
In this section the general leakage equations are derived. Afterwards, these will be
modified to calculate the leakage across each module face.
Assumptions
Harper makes several assumptions as follows:
The fluid velocity approaching the matrix is low.
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* The static pressure inside the matrix passage is equal to the pressure of the
corresponding seal face.
* The temperature inside the matrix channel is an appropriate mean temperature.
* The module/matrix velocity is small compared to the fluid velocity under the seals.
* The fluid flow across the end of a matrix passage is similar to the flow through an
orifice.
* Enough passages exist under the seal such that the relative change in pressure (AP/P)
between adjacent passages is small.
* The air trapped in a passages undergoes isothermal compression or expansion.
In addition, the following assumptions and conventions are made for the modular case:
* The pressure along all module faces entering the seal from the cold-side is the
compressor outlet pressure. Likewise, the pressure along all module faces entering the
seal from the hot-side is the turbine outlet pressure. This can be expressed as:
Phigh = P2 (5.162)
Pow = P (5.163).
* The fluid temperature along module faces is the mean temperature for the area that the
face contacts.
* The leakage calculations along the four module faces does not account for the leakage
along the corners of the seal. This leakage is assumed to be negligible since the corner
area is generally two orders of magnitude smaller than the total leakage area.
* Seal-clearance heights on all faces are assumed to be constant and uniform during
module movement through the seals.
* Leakage due to the ceramic-material porosity is negligible.
* The top and bottom module faces consist of a smooth ceramic surface (module rim).
The seals along these faces have a honeycomb structure to provide a labyrinth seal.
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The honeycomb seal structure is assumed to have identical dimensions as the ceramic
matrix.
* The front and back faces have the core matrix along the middle and the module rims at
the edges. The leakage along the rims is modeled identically to leakage along the top
and bottom faces.
* Any effects due to flow interactions at the interface of the module core and rim are
assumed to be negligible.
* Seal length, 1seal, is the length of the seal measured in the direction of the leakage flow
(x-direction). The seal width, Wseal is measured in the direction normal to the flow
along the module face (y-direction).
* Terms with subscripts that contain "top/bottom" or "front/back" refer to a variable
that has two values for each face (or share a common value). Only one value should be
used at a time and must be consistent throughout the equation.
* Increasing the number of throttlings in a labyrinth seal will decrease the leakage (for a
fixed seal-clearance height). Therefore, the matrix passages should be oriented such
that the passage width (smaller dimension) is parallel to the direction of leakage flow.
This will result in a larger number of throttlings than having the passage length aligned
with the leakage flow.
Seal Configuration
The front and back module faces contain the matrix surface; therefore, the leakage
along these faces consists of carry-over and gap leakage. The layout of the seal across
these faces is shown in Figure 5.64. The top and bottom faces are along the smooth
module rims which results in gap leakage only. The seal along these faces is illustrated in
Figure 5.65.
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7-
Wseal
Plow
Matrix Passage
Wall
Figure 5.64
dimensions.
Diagram of seal along the module front and back faces showing relevant
/1
P-7-Wyeal
Phigh h
Y7
Labyrinth Seal
Wall
Figure 5.65
dimensions.
Diagram of seal along the module top and bottom faces showing relevant
h
-F-Phigh
- Wpassthwall--- -
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5.5.2.2.1 General Leakage Equations
Gap Leakage
First, equations for gap leakage are derived based on Harper [26]and Pfahnl [5].
The leakage is modeled as inviscid flow and then modified using a correction factor, called
the flow coefficient, to account for viscosity. Using Bernoulli's equation for steady
inviscid flow along a streamline gives:
C(x)= 2 (5.164).
The differential mass-flow rate is
dih - p(x) C(x) dA (5.165),
where dA is the differential leakage-flow area along a module face expressed as
dA = h dy (5.166).
Integrating (along the width of the seal) results in
rhgap = p(x)C(x)hws,,al (5.167).
Substituting in equation (5.164) and the ideal gas law gives
P(x) AP
mh =hw )2 A(5.168).gap seal RT 
Now the equation is modified to account for viscosity with the flow coefficient, oc.
In addition, another correction factor is introduced called Egli's carry-over factor, y. This
parameter is used for account for the non-ideal effects for flow in labyrinth seals. Egli
provides data for y as function of seal height, h, and channel spacing for different values of
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the number of throttlings, n. For modular seals, the number of throttlings will be large
such that the data will converge to a single curve. Therefore, Egli's carry-over factor is
fitted on a curve as follows:
7 2
y = 59.2 h
The gapas + thwbecomes
The gap leakage becomes
thgap = y h wseat
+10.5 h +1.03
Wpass + thwau)
2 P(x)AP
RT
Since the seal will contain a large number of passages, the pressure drop, AP, can be
expressed as
dP
AP = Ax (5dx
where Ax = sea. The number of throttlings, n, can be written as
n
n = seal (5
Wpass + thwall
Substituting in equation (5.170) into (5.171) gives
thgap = y7 h wseal
P(x) dP(x)lse
2 dx
RTn
The seal length, 1,sea, can be a chosen parameter with a maximum distance of
module-core length, Imod-mat. Increasing lseal increases the number of throttlings leading to
(5.169).
(5.170).
.171),
.172).
(5.173).
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reduced leakage. From the calculated results, 1seal can be a long as 0.748 m. Obviously, the
faces seal for the rotary case could not have seal lengths this long.
Carry-Over Leakage
As the module moves from one side to the other, it transfers air trapped within the
passages. This leakage, titled carry-over leakage, is dependent on the void volume of the
matrix.
The carry-over mass-flow rate can be expressed as
dth carry-over = P(X) Cmod-stepl (x) dA (5.174).
The differential area is the matrix void area taken over one half the module/matrix
thickness. This convention is used since the leakage is calculated separately over the front
and back faces which includes the carry-over leakage. The differential area can be written
as
dA = ' th, dy (5.175).
Integrating and using the ideal gas law for the density term gives
- P(X) Cmod-stepl mat thmod Wseal (5.176).
carry-over =2 RT
5.5.2.2.2 Leakage Across Front and Back Faces
This section presents the solution for the leakage rates along the front and back module
faces. A small section of these faces is occupied by the module rim; however, this section
considers the portion of the face along the matrix surfaces. The rim leakage is addressed
later. The calculations will have to be performed twice, for positive and negative module
movement.
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The leakage along a front or back face can be written as:
ifront/back 
- rgap + mcarry-over
Substituting in equations (5.173) and (5.176)gives
P(x) dP(x)
front/back = y hwsea 2
R Tfront/back n
The solution for the above equation using Harper's analysis is
1
1-(hcarry-over )x=0
1- frontback
-In
(thcarry-over )x=O Plow
f1- ontback high
jfront/back Phih
1
1 (hcarry-over )x=0 Plow
yhfront/back Phigh
1
1 (hcarry-over )x=0
h frontt/back
(thmod ) front/back mat Cmod -step 1
2RTfront/back
ayh 2
R Tfront/back n
The carry-over leakage is evaluated at x = 0 (the seal entrance from the high-pressure
side) as
( carry-over )x=O Phigh Cmod -step 1 Imat (thmod )front/back Wseal2 R Tfront/back
The seal width for the front and back faces is the width of the module core section is:
(thmod )frot/bck = W modmat (5.181).
(5.177).
P(x) Cmod tepl mat (thmod )front/back Wseal
2 R Tfront/back
(5.178).
(5.179).
(5.180).
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The leakage rates between the front and back faces will differ since the flow
temperatures are different. The temperatures taken are the mean values that the flow is
exposed to, thus giving
T+T
Tfron 2 T 6  (5.182)2
and
T +T
Tack 3  5  (5.183).back 2
All values are known so that hfront, and rhback can be solved iteratively using equation
(5.179) for a given a seal-clearance height.
The derivations above are applicable for positive module movement. For negative
module movement, the module travels with the same velocity but in the opposite direction.
The coordinate system does not change so the setting the module velocity to -Cmod-stepl is
the only required substitution.
5.5.2.2.3 Leakage Across Top and Bottom Faces
The leakage along the top and bottom faces flow along the module rim resulting in
only gap leakage:
P() dP(x) lseal
hf,.a ,,,, 1-2 d (5.184),
R Ttop/bottom nv ,.,, • \ U' /Itop/bottom
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where the negative sign is introduced within the radical to account for the negative
pressure gradient. Separating variables results in
Trotop/bottom n htop/bottom
2 1seal c y h seal )top/bottom
Integrating from x = 0 to x = 1seal reduces to
/ 2
top/bottomR Ttop/bottom n lt p bom 
OVy h (wseal)top/bottom
Solving for the leakage gives
topbottom = a y h (Wseal )top/bottom
S(Phigh ) (P w )2
S(Phigh 2 - ow )2
Rtop/bottom n
(5.1
The seal width for the top and bottom faces is the module/matrix thickness:
(W sea )top/bottom = thmod (5.1
The mean temperatures for both faces are equal since the flow on each face in contact
with identical stations as shown below:
ST2 T6 (5.1T3TTop = Tbottom 5 (5.
187).
188).
189).
dx = -P(x)dP(x) (5.185).
(5.186).
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Since the temperatures are equal and the leakage is not a function of the module velocity,
the leakage rates for all top and bottom faces are identical (for both positive and negative
module movements). Therefore, the total seal leakage along the top and bottom faces is
(htop-bottom net = 4 - ay h (thmod ) 2 )Po 1 (5.190).
R top/bottomn
5.5.2.2.4 Leakage Across the Module Rims
The leakage along the module rims on the front and back faces is modeled like the
leakage on the top/bottom faces. Accounting for all 4 rims, the total rim leakage is
(thrim )net = 2 h (rim-topbottom (Phigh )2 - ( )2R Tront n
L (5.191).
2 a y h (wrim-top)bottom ) Y (a
5.5.2.2.5 Additional Carry-Over Leakage
If the module rims contain any fillets or slots, these will contribute to the carry-
over leakage. This leakage can be estimated as
llets-sts )net ts lets net cold lles )ne (5.192).
mod-steol mod-steol
where Vs1ots and Vfilets are the volume of the slots and fillets that are subtracted from the
rim, respectively.
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5.5.2.2.6 Total Leakage
The total leakage can be determined using
(lseal )net (hfront + hback )pos + (fhiront hback )neg + ('htop-bottom )net
+(hrim )net + (hfillets-slots )net
Normalizing it over the cold-side mass-flow rate gives
(liseal )net
m cold
5.5.2.3 Results
The total leakage for design using the numerical results is plotted in the figure below. The
seal length, Iseal, was chosen to be 0.7 m on all module faces.
1.4
1.2 1 1 11 E
Total Seal
Leakage
(% of total
mass flow)
Figure 5.66
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2
Seal-Clearance Height (mm)
Predicted net seal leakage from the high-pressure side of the regenerator
based on the design results for the module seal concept.
(5.193).
(5.194).
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As the seal-clearance height approaches zero, the leakage approaches the carry-over
leakage value which is less than 0.3 % of the total mass flow.
5.5.3 Leakage for Gate-Seal Regenerators
Even though the design of the gate-seal concept is not investigated, its leakage can
be estimated for comparisons with other concepts. For this analysis, the gate-seal concept
assumes the following:
* Only one module is used between the gates. Therefore, the leakage for each seal
consists of transferring the mass of air within the chamber (the space between the two
gates) over the total time for one module movement.
* The chamber-clearances height (seal height) around all module faces is constant and
uniform.
The volume for the module is
V = 1 w th d)-'mt+ (5.195).
mod (Imod-mat Wmod-mat mod (1- t )+ Vri(5.195).
The volume of the chamber is based on choosing a chamber clearance height, hchamber, such
that:
Vchamber = (mod + 2 hcmber )(Wmod + 2 hchamber ) (thmod + 2 hchamber) (5.196).
The volume of air within a chamber that contains a module is
Vair-chamber chamber - od (5.197).
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For positive module movement, Vair-chamber is released to the low-pressure side when the
low-pressure-side chamber door opens. This occurs during every interval of one module
movement. Therefore, the leakage is the rate at which this volume of air is released from
the chamber. This can be expressed as
Vair-chamber Pcold(mchamber ) Vir-chmber cold (5.198).
pos tmod
For negative module movement, the chamber is module-less and full of compressed air
before the door opens to let a module enter from the hot side. Thus the leakage for this is
(mh chamber )neg Vchamber Pcold (5.199).
tmod
The total seal leakage is
( h chamber )net = (thchamber )pos + (hchamber )neg (5.200).
Results
The net seal leakage for the gate-seal concept is shown next.
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Chamber-Wall-Clearance Height (mm)
Figure 5.67 Predicted net seal leakage from the high-pressure
for the gate-seal concept.
0.16 0.18 0.2
side of the regenerator
At zero chamber-wall-clearance height, the leakage is the flow from the volume of one
chamber (for negative module movement) plus the volume of the voids for the module in
the other chamber. This is somewhat analogous to carry-over leakage and will be termed
as such.
5.5.4 Leakage for Rotary Regenerators
The leakage analysis was applied to a rotary regenerator to give a direct
comparison between the modular and rotary concepts.
Some additional chosen parameters were required to size a rotary regenerator. For
example, the seal coverage was chosen at 5 percent, and the hub-to-tip ratio was chosen at
0.2 . This yielded a regenerator with an inside radius of 0.125 m and an outer radius of
0.625 m. Rims on the inside and outside of the core were chosen at a width of 0.03 m. For
more information on sizing a rotary regenerator, see the design example in Wilson [13].
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Some modifications to the leakage equations are required for rotary regenerators.
The seals consist of radial and circumferential seals. The equations for the radial-seal
leakage are based on the derivations from Pfahnl [5]. The circumferential seals were
assumed to use labyrinth seals similar to the seals along the top and bottom module faces
(Pfahnl uses flat surface circumferential seals).
Leakage calculations for a discontinuous-rotating regenerator have also been made
to give a comparison of this low-leakage rotary option to the modular case. The
regenerator was chosen to spend only 10 percent of the 360 0 -rotation time rotating. This
corresponds to taking 10 percent of the gap leakage but the carry-over leakage is
unchanged. See Pfahnl [5] and Beck [4] for more information on discontinuously-rotating
regenerators and associated leakage.
Results
The following plot is the total seal leakage for the two rotary cases.
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Figure 5.68 Predicted net seal leakage from the high-pressure side of a rotary
regenerator with continuous and discontinuous rotation.
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Obviously, the above plot show the very poor leakage performance for
continuous-rotating regenerators as seal height increases. This can occur over time as the
seals start to wear down thus increasing the seal clearances.
5.5.5 Discussion
By comparing the plots for the 4 concepts shown in the three previous figures, the
modular concepts provide the best leakage performance. For a seal-clearance height of 0.2
mm, continuous rotation provides clearly unacceptable results. The discontinuous-rotation
concept has seal leakage at 5 %, however, using a seal height of 0.1 mm resulted in
leakage flow around 1 %. The module-seal concept has a net leakage rate close to 1.3 %
for a seal height of 0.2 mm. If the seal height was reduced to 0.1 mm, the net leakage was
close to 0.4 %. The gate-seal concept provided the lowest leakage at 0.2 mm, but at
smaller seal heights, its leakage was greater than other concepts. The larger value is due to
the gate-seal concept having greater "carry-over" leakage.
Despite the gate-seal's low leakage performance, this concept is more complex
mechanically over the module-seal concept since mechanisms are needed to move the
modules in and out of the chambers (especially for negative module movement). These
mechanisms may require larger seal clearances thus increasing the leakage.
5.5.6 Conclusions
This section presented a detailed method for predicting the seal leakage for
modular regenerators. The results show a dramatic reduction in leakage over comparable
rotary concepts. The module-seal concept, the simplest modular regenerator, is expected
to have very good leakage performance even at unacceptable seal clearances for rotary
regenerators. Therefore, modular regenerators provide the better leakage performance due
to the inherent reduction in sealing distances.
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5.6 Pressure Gradient Within the Seals
5.6.1 Introduction
This section presents the method to determine the pressure gradient within the seal
for the module-seal concept. Using the leakage results in the previous section, pressure
gradient plots are presented for the design. Since different leakage rates occur along each
face, different pressure gradients exist. This analysis neglects the leakage along the rims on
the front and back module faces.
5.6.2 Method of Calculation
5.6.2.1 Pressure Gradient for Front and Back Faces
The pressure gradient can be determined using Harper's solution shown in equation
(5.179), but rewritten to apply for a more general case:
1
mcarry-over )x=
m front/back
(rhcarry-over )x=0 P(x)1-
lhfront/back Phigh
(thm
- In
od )front
2
ty hi
1
1-(hcarry-over )x=O P(x)
mfront/back Phigh
1
S (1hcarry-over )x=0
rnfront/back
back mat Cmod-stepl 1
RTfront/back
R Tfront/back n
Substituting in the results of the leakage rates for the front and back faces leaves only the
pressure, x (x is the direction of the leakage flow), and seal height as the unknowns.
(5.201).
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Therefore, the seal height will have be chosen to get the pressure gradient. These
calculations are required for positive and negative module movement.
5.6.2.2 Pressure Gradient for Top and Bottom Faces
The gap leakage in equation (5.185) can be integrated from x = 0 to x = x resulting
in
R Ttop/bottom n top/bottom [p(x)]2 (5.202).
1seal aoy h (wseal )top/bottom (Phigh )2 -
Solving for the pressure term gives
(x2 R Ttop/bottom n th op/bottom (5.203)P (X = Figh y - seal vh (Wseal )top/bottom
The leakage rates for the top and bottom faces are identical, therefore the pressure
gradients are the same. The pressure gradients will differ for positive and negative
movement since negative module movement is going in the negative x-direction.
5.6.3 Results
Plots showing the pressure gradient along the seal based on the design results are
provided below. The first four plots are the pressure gradients along the top and bottom
faces for positive and negative module movement. Three seal heights (0.08, 0.14, and 0.2
mm) are used to illustrate the influence of seal height on the pressure gradient.
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The next figure shows the pressure gradient along the top and bottom faces. Since
the leakage is the same along all top and bottom faces, the pressure gradient is also
identical.
Pressure
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Distance in x-direction (m)
Figure 5.73 Predicted pressure gradient within the seal along all top and bottom module
faces (including positive and negative module movement).
5.6.4 Discussion
The shape between the curves for positive and negative module movement differs
due to the carry-over leakage. For positive module movement, the concave shape arises
from transferring the high-pressure air within the passages. For negative module
movement, the convex shape is from the transfer of low-pressure air within the matrix.
For the front and back faces, the pressure gradient is quite dependent on the seal
height. As the seal height decreases, the gap leakage decreases but the carry-over leakage
is constant. Theoretically at a zero seal height, the matrix will transfer the air within the
passages without letting it travel to the seal gap (since it is at zero height). As a result, the
pressure within the passages does not change until it reaches the end of the seal. The
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pressure curve would experience a step change at the seal exit. The plots show that the
pressure curve approaches this as the seal height decreases. On the other hand, as the seal
height increases, the pressure gradient approaches a near-linear profile because the gap
leakage starts to dominate over the carry-over leakage. Since no carry-over leakage
occurs along the top and bottom faces, the pressure gradient is independent of seal height.
5.7 Seal-Leakage-Reduction Techniques
5.7.1 Introduction
Another advantage with the modular concept is that the design can be altered to
reduce the leakage even further. Three options are presented. The first option consists of
increasing the number of modules. The second consists of linking the two seals together.
The last option pertains to using clampable seals around a module.
5.7.2 Increasing the Number of Modules
As shown previously, increasing the number of modules on the cold side decreases
the module width (the module/matrix thickness stays constant). The net result is a
reduction in sealing distance which should correspond to a reduction in seal leakage.
Using the design results, the change in sealing distance as a function of cold-side modules
is shown in the following plot.
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Figure 5.74 Effect of changing the cold-side number of modules on the sealing distance.
One might think the carry-over leakage increases as Nmodcold increases since the
module velocity gets larger. This is not the case because carry-over leakage is independent
of the number of modules. Carry-over leakage is dependent on the ceramic mass-flow rate,
set by Cot, (constant). Even though the module velocity increases, the module width
decreases such that ceramic mass-flow rate and thus carry-over leakage is constant.
Therefore, as the sealing distance decreases according the above plot, only the gap leakage
decreases. Using the design results, this corresponds to reductions in total seal leakage as
Nmodcold is increased. This is shown in the following figure.
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Figure 5.75 Effect of changing the cold-side number of modules on the total seal
leakage.
As seen in the above figure, the leakage starts to level off around 6 cold-side
modules. Therefore, choosing Nmodcold around 6 should give good results. If further
leakage reduction is desired by increasing Nmodcold, the designer must analyze the effects
of increasing the module velocities and any constraints imposed by the cylinder system.
5.7.3 Seal-Channel Concept
5.7.3.1 Introduction
Wilson proposed that the gate-seal concept could have additional leakage
reductions [28] with a slight design modification. If the chambers on one seal where
connected to the chambers on the other (via the seal channel), the air pressures would
equalize, thus lowering the pressure finally entering low-pressure side. If several chambers
were used for one seal, the pressure in each successive chamber drops.
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Figure 5.76 Diagram of the channel-seal concept for the gate-seal regenerator with two
seal channels, proposed by Wilson [28].
For positive module movement, chamber #1 is full of high-pressure air when the
module enters. Then the valve opens and it is equalized with the lower-pressure air from
the chamber in the other seal. As the module enters chamber #2, the same sequence
occurs, and the pressure is further reduced. By the time the module enters the low-
pressure side, the leakage is reduced because the pressure is lower than not using seal
channels.
This concept can be applied to the module-seal regenerator illustrated in the
figures below. Each seal is essentially separated into two seals by adding a seal channel.
The flow goes through one seal then enters an open space, the entrance to the seal
channel, where the pressures on all module faces equalize with each other. The pressure
then equalizes with the seal on the other side when the valve opens.
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Figure 5.78 Diagram of the seals along the top and bottom module faces for the
module-seal regenerator with a seal channel.
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This concept of leakage reduction is essentially changing the pressure gradient for
both seals towards a linear profile. Recall that a linear-profile pressure gradient occurs
when the carry-over leakage is negligible or does not exist. Therefore, this technique is
reducing the carry-over leakage.
Selecting a large value for the length of the open space in the direction of leakage
flow, Ispace, may increase the leakage because as Ispace increases, then the length of the two
seals, iseal and Iseal2, decreases (which decreases the number of throttlings). Furthermore,
additional seal channels can be used. This would give another space for the pressures to
equalize (and drop for positive module movement), thus possibly reducing the leakage
even further. Again, if the number of seal channels increase, the length of each seal
decreases which could result in additional leakage.
This following section presents a method to estimate the reduction in leakage after
incorporating a seal channel.
5.7.3.2 Method of Calculation
This method uses the leakage techniques defined in earlier sections. Since adding a
seal channel divides the seal into two seals, the leakage calculations will have to be done
twice. First, the pressure in seal channel must be known. This can be estimated by using
the pressure-gradient equations derived in the Section 5.6. Knowing the location at the
end of seall (X-lseall), the pressures for each face is found using equations (5.201) and
(5.203). Since all pressures are brought to equilibrium, the pressure in the seal channels
for positive and negative module movement are
S Pfront (X = lsell ) + Pback (X = seall )+ Ptp (x = lseall ) Pbtt ( = Iseall) (5.204)
4pos
and
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P h Pfxront(X = lseal2) +Pback(X = lseal2 ) +Ptop (X = seal2 )+Pbot(X =om lseal2) (5.205)
seal-channel, neg 4 jne (5.205),
where 1seall is the length of the first seal entered by the module for positive movement and
lseal2 is the length of the first seal entered by the module for each negative movement. Then
the pressure of the entire seal chamber after the valve opens is
Pseal-channel, pos Pseal-channel, neg (5.206).
Pseal-channel = 2
This value is substituted for Phigh into all the leakage equations along with the new seal
length set at Iseal2. This determines the leakage exiting seal2 which equals the total leakage.
5.7.3.3 Results
The following results are based on a seal-clearance height of 0.15 mm. The length
of the seal channel was chosen at 0.05 m and situated in the middle of the seal thus lseall
and lseal2 both equal 0.325 m. Using the pressure gradient equations resulted in Pseal channel
equal to 1.59.105 Pa. Then plugging this into the leakage equation gave a total seal
leakage of 0.56 % of the total mass flow. The original leakage was at 0.74 %. Therefore, a
24 % drop in seal leakage occurred using the seal channel.
5.7.4 Clampable Seals
This technique basically adds a sealing mechanism to the module-seal concept.
This is somewhat analogous to the discontinuous-rotation regenerator. A seal is clamped
on the module faces at all times except during actual module movement for step 1.
Therefore, gap leakage occurs only during step 1 actual module movement. This technique
is probably not necessary since the module-seal concept has already shown to have low
leakage. Furthermore, designing a clampable seal around rectangular objects is difficult
due to the 90' corners of the module.
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5.7.5 Conclusions
This section presented options to further reduce the leakage for modular
regenerators. Three possible techniques were described. Increasing the number of modules
and linking the two seals via a seal channel can easily be applied to the designs. Both
provide significant leakage reduction to merit consideration. The third concept using
clampable seals is probably too mechanically complex to warrant its use since leakage
rates for module-seal concept are generally low.
5.8 Summary
This chapter first presented the necessary chosen parameters needed to design a
modular regenerator. Then a method to specifically design the regenerator by sizing it and
measuring various performance aspects were discussed. Afterwards, the chosen
parameters were assigned numerical values, optimized, and plugged into the method to get
the final design results. With these results, a procedure to determine the seal leakage and
pressure gradients were described. Finally, leakage-reduction techniques were presented
to provide even better performance.
The results using the module-seal design were based on a small gas-turbine engine
and yielded quite acceptable results. Cylinder configuration #2 balanced the strong
pressure forces resulting in a lower power requirement. Leakage calculations showed that
modular regenerators have less seal leakage than rotary designs. The leakage rates could
be reduced further by implementing the leakage-reduction methods.
With the information in this chapter, the designer can model a modular regenerator
for many applications. The next logical step is to conduct experiments to validate the
theoretical results and conclusions presented.
6. Guidelines for Future Work
The research presented is an initial design study for the modular regenerator
concept. Continued investigations will be required before making a transition to designing
a working prototype. The following lists some key issues that should be addressed later as
the design matures:
* Further studies will be required to optimize the rim dimensions. Future work might
consider analyzing how the percentage of core matrix within a channel affects
effectiveness (i.e. when does increasing rim width for top and bottom faces reduce
effectiveness?).
* Frictional testing should be done at all sliding module interfaces to determine
coefficients of friction.
* Design work to development mechanisms (such as ceramic rollers or bearings) that
reduce the frictional forces should be performed.
* Further design work is needed on the module replacement mechanism. This work
addressed only the possibility of using such a mechanism.
* By using the module replacement mechanism, the new modules may not be heated
prior to entering the regenerator. This will lower the regenerator effectiveness.
Analysis should be made to measure the influence of effectiveness reductions as new
modules are introduced.
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* Actual leakage experiments should be conducted to confirm the results from the
analysis and substantiate the assumptions made.
* Further analysis is required on module design. If a cement is used to join the matrices
and the rims together (and separate matrix sections), then testing should be conducted
to ensure the cement maintains its bonding integrity under the thermal environment.
* Additional work is needed on selecting what type of deceleration devices should be
used to slow the modules down (depending on the configuration chosen).
* In terms of module movement via pneumatic/hydraulic cylinders, this research
presented only the general configuration and the minimum bore sizes. Additional work
is required on developing the cylinder systems including the integration of the external
compressor (if used), connecting lines, valves, and control system.
* Since the module rim is solid ceramic, its mass will be significant. Therefore, the rim
mass should be minimized such that it provides the necessary structural support.
Further analysis is needed for this optimization.
* Comprehensive failure analysis for the regenerator should be made to identify possible
failures, the magnitude of the failures (i.e., will a failure propagate), and the mean time
between such failures.
* Further analysis should be made for the casing design such as performing stress
analysis to ensure that the casing can withstand the pressure loads from the cold side.
* Seals must be designed at the interfaces of the cylinder rods with the casing (on the
cold side). Some compressed air will escape at these interfaces and should be
accounted for during the leakage calculations.
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Appendix
Supporting Curve Fits and Equations
A.1 Corning Cordierite Material Properties
The following are curve fits based on material property data for cordierite (dated
1981) supplied by Coming Incorporated [29].
Specific Heat
Cpcer (T) = 4186.8[0.1890 + 2.432 x 10- 4 (T- 273)+ 9.770 x 10- 7 (T- 273) 2  (A.1)
-4.332 x10-9(T-273) 3 +4.167 x10-12 (T-273)4
Thermal Conductivity
kce(T)= 418.68[1.740 10- 3 +7.139 x10 -7 (T- 273)- 8.797 x10-9 (T - 273) 2 (A.2)
+1.572 x 10- " (T - 273) 3 - 7.226 x 10- ' (T - 273) 4
A.2 Thermodynamic Property Data for Dry Air
Specific Heat
The following are equations from Chappell and Cockshutt [30] to calculate
specific heat of dry air.
Temperature Range 200K-800K:
cair (T) = 1.0189134 x10 3 -1.3783636 x 10- ' T- 1.9843397 x 10-4 T2 (A.3)
Pair +4.2399242 10-7 3 - 3.7632289 x 10(A.3)
+4.2399242 x 10-7 T3 - 3.7632289 x 10 - 0 T4
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Temperature Range 800K-2200K:
c, ._ (T)= 7.9865509 x 102 +5.3392159 x10-'T-2.2881694 x10-4 T 2
(A.4)
+3.7420857 x 10- ' T 3
Viscosity
The following is a curve fit for viscosity of dry air based on data from Incropera
and Dewitt [31].
ir, (T) = 1.42742 x 10- 7 + 7.55528 x 10-8 T - 5.4774 x 10-11 T2 + 2.2113 x 10- 14 T3
Prandtl Number
The following is a curve fit for Prandtl number of dry air based on data from
Incropera and Dewitt [31].
Pri, (T) = 0.779837 -1.60405 x 10- 4 T - 6.94251 x 10- 7 T 2
+ 1.72069 x 10-9 T3 - 9.25545 x 10-13 T 4
(A.5)
(A.6)
